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Erosion Malor
Concern Here

Tax Bite Will Remain
Even If There Is Cut
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Even if a
proposed $16.2 billion tax cut becomes
law,the federal tax bite for all but a few
Americans will go up next year because
of inflation and a higher Social Security
tab, according to new congressional
figures.

and Means Comm
* ittee rejected the
ideas.
The same committee last week apcrop production and utilization, better
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
proved the $16.2 billion tax cut.
practices and laws relating to subStaff Reporter
Although the legislation is not what
divisions and roads,' proper drainage
'Soil erosion, better land use,
President Carter had wanted, House
of streams and storm sewers excontrol of obnoxious weeds and inSpeaker Thomas P. O'Neill' said Tuespecially in urban areas) apd
sects, water pollution control and
day he expects it to be approved by the
retaining of family farms also
improved
farm
management
•
full House.
emerged as concerns from the crowd
emerged as major concerns- among
The tax cut bill - if examined
attending the session.
the almost 70 persons attending a
The ligures, compiled by staff
without considering other factors Morrow said today that after early
conservation
meeting
Tuesday
night.
economists for the Joint Committee on
would provide for a tax break of from
tabulation votes from a list of 36
Held at the West Kentucky
Taxation, show only people in the
$105 to $213 for single people earning
possibilities, soil erosion apparently
Livestock and Exposition Center on
$15,000 tax bracket would end 1979 with
from $20,000 to $30,000 a year. The
emerged as a first priority among
College Farm Road, the purpose of
a lower tax bill - and the reduction
reduction would be from $146 to $304 for
those voting.
the -meeting was to gather public
would be only $2 to $3.
a family of four in the same income
Morrow pointed out," The reason
comments on the Soil and Water
range.
soil erosion in cropland here is so
Resources Conservation Act of 1977..
The reason is thaNIthough federal
Peter Davis, an economist for the
high is the fact cropland has inConservation comments from
income taxes will go down, the
joint committee, said Tuesday night
creased from 88,000 acres to 105,000
across the nation will eventually be
reduction will be more than offset by
that when inflation and the higher
acres since 1972."
part of a five year plan of
inflation, pushing taxpayers into higher
Social Security payroll taxes are taken
Morrow said 60 percent of the local
redevelopment and rethinking of old
brackets, and by increases in the Social
into account, however, the tax picture
farmland is "cropped" beyond its
practices, according to Ellis Morrow,
Security payroll taxes approved last
appears quite different.
capacity.
district conservationist.
December.
Under those circumstances, acThe district conservationist said
The comments tossed out in the
While economists' cticulations were. cording to figures compiled by Davis,
much of erosion has led to
three hour session Tuesday night
based on a projected inflation rate of 7 -that same middle-income taxpayer
sedimentation in streams. Excess
were .as diversified as the crowd.
would be paying anywhere from $83 to
percent, the latest Carter.- adminisrainfall will then lead to flooding in
Many called for soil erosion control,
$261 more in taxes in 1979 than he paid
tration prediction is for an overall inbottomlands, he pointed out.
proper farm and woods management
this year.
flation rate of 7.2 percent this year.
High erosion will also lead to
and control of obnoxious weeds and
For a single person earning $10,000,
There have been efforts in this
reduced crop yields, he said.
insects.
the tax cut legislation before the House
Each county in Kentucky is conelection year to roll back the Social
One person Called for the reinafter
But
$15.
would
amount
to
a
cut
of
ducting
Security tax increases, but those moves
conservation meetings
statement and completion of a county
inflation and the Social Security tax
similar to the one conducted here.
died in mid-May when the House Ways
watershed project that died some
hike, that same taxpayer would be
The conservation*. act stipulates that
years ago. Others called for
paying $40 more than he paid the
information and opinions be sought at
elimination of bureaucratic "Ted
previous year. For a married person
the local level on what conservation
tape" in Washington. Some called for
with two children, the, bill would go up
cOncerns need the greatest attention.
ra.
_
education programs in conservation.
Statewide -appraisals are expected
Some suggested increased dredging
to be complete by November. "From
The tax approved by the Ways and
CONSERVATION CONCERNS-Johnny Stockdale is shown jotting down
of local streams and waterways
Means Committee is considerably
November to April, 1979, the USDA
some of the concerns persons had relating to conservation in a special
while one said, "The SCS (Soil
smaller than the one originally
will develop a program using the
public hearing Tuesday evening. Soil erosion emerged as a number one
Conservation Service) and all USDA
appraisals," Morrow said. USDA is
proposed by President Carter. The
priority in the session, which attracted almost 70 local citizens. Information
agencies (should keep) out of the
expected to send its program back to
president's plan outlined in January gathered in the public hearing will go to help formulate a U. S. Department
ditch digging business."
the local level next summer for a
a hefty $24.5 billion reduction - was
WASHINGTON (AP) - Kentucky's
of Agriculture five year plan of action. Stockdale chaired a citizen's inOne suggested -countywide land
designed to offset both inflation and the
final re-evaluation.
two senatora have
expressed
volvement
committee
set
up
prior
to
the
session
Tuesday
night
planning based on capability,"
use
taxes.
payroll
Morrow said the President will
higher Social Security
dissatisfaction with an Interstate
while another said any erosion and
eventually present the plan to
Commerce Commission plan aimed at
land use control measures should not
Congress. The fait year plan that
providing additional rail cars for the
be delegated by government.
emerges will be evalnated each year,
eastern Kentucky coal fields.
Air pollution, water conservation,
Morrow said. Local conservation
The ICC directed its staff on Tuesday
chemical buildup in the soil, inofficials will use information in the
to prepare a show cause order asking
centive for no-till planting, forage
five year-for'their programs.
An honorary doctorate will be conchairman. A permanent art collection
Miss Eagle established the first art
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad why
ferred by Murray State University on
gallery
in
the
area
in
the
old
Fine
Arts
was
also
established at that time in
it shouldn't be directed to provide more .
Building after becoming chairman of 'Inernory of Mrs. Hall.
cars and locomotive:it° the coal mines. Clara M.Eagle, professor emeritus and
retired chairman of the Department of
the department. It was named the Mary
As chairman of the department, Miss
The commission made the decisionin_
Ed Tifecoy Hall GidierymemorTr-d Eagle wasresponsible for the
considering two_ orders drafted by Its -A-rt, In commencetn-ent trerets-esFriday afferifooTi on the campus.
Mrs. Hall, who preceded Miss Eagle as development of a photography major.
A special tribute was paid last week
the first-year scholarships were
Bureau of Operations.
She will be presented a doctor of
to the Murray State University Alumni
awarded for the 1978-79 school year.
ICC chairman Daniel O'Neal said
humanities degree in ceremonies to
Association's Calloway County Century
James E. (Buck) Hurley of Benton, a
that once the show-cause order is
begin at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Club, the perennial contributing pacemember of the Class of 1937, served as
_drafted, commission members would
Miss Eagle, who continues to make her
setter to the association's annual
general chairman, While Dr. Rex
the
Pages
Sections
22
Two
study it and he hoped to take a vote on it
home in Murray, was a member of the
scholarship program.
Alexander. Wells Blvd., was the
by Monday. If it is approved, L&N
art faculty 27 years-from 1946 to 1973.
Fourteen of its active members were
chairman of the Calloway County
would have 10 days to respond.
Gov. Julian M. Carroll will deliver
How do the rates at Murray-Calloway County
on hand to receive certificates and
group.
The commission picked the show
the commencement address to a class
Hospital compare to other facilities of comparable
personal appreciation from director of
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
cause order after vice chairman
that includes his daughter Patrice. She
size. The Murray Ledger & Times today examines that
alumni affairs Mancil Vinson in an
Shirley Cnri,stian pointed out that if the
is among 501 candidates for graduation
question and talks about the changes that are
Ordway Hall program. The group also
emeritus of the university, is the la78-79
ICC acted on the two orders there was a
currently taking place at the local facility in a story
who have filed applications for degrees.
was given an escorted tour of the new
general chairman. Chairman of thepossibility the railroad would take the
Miss Eagle's service included 22
and picture feature in today's section. See Page 5-A.
Harry Lee Waterfield Library, conCalloway County club has not yet been
case to court and cause a lengthy delay.
years as chairman, from 1949 to 1971,
struction of which is expected to be
selected, Vinson said.
when she relinquished the post because
completed within a few weeks.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said that if
of ill health. After two years as director
--In an alumni affairs report to the
Last year, the Calloway County club
the show-cause order is all the ICC
of the gallery, she retired in 1973.
Calloway club Vinson revealed that 10
contributed
$7,850
of
the
more
than
intends to do, "the way I see it we are
The art gallery in the Price Doyle
scholarships had been awarded for the
$20,000 raised through the 11-year-old
back to square one, no further alongor Fine Arts Center at. Murray State is
first time this year in conjunction with
program
to
provide
$500
freshman-year
better off than we were at the very now named the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Classifieds
6-B,7-B
the, association's perpetual and
scholarships for outstanding high
Comics
beginning."
6-A
A perpetual Clara M. Eagle Art
memorial scholarship program. These
school
graduates
in
the
university's
Crossword..• ---"What are they going to do for long Scholarship fund was established in
6-A
Partly sunny this afternoon
scholarships
are .provided annually
region.
Dear Abby
12-ak
range stability?" Ford asked in a
with a slight chance of late
1976 to provide financial assistance to
Its 72 active members include eight
through interest generated from inDeaths
&
Funerals
14-A
statement released by his Washington
afternoon
thundershowers.
students with majors in art.
10-year members, 33 five-year memvestment of the contributions made to
Horoscope
2-A
office.
Highs this afternoon in the mid
Miss Eagle, under whom the
bers and 20 three-year members.
each particular program.
Let's
Stay
Well
3-A
He said the course of action the ICC Department of Art grew frorvatwo to 17
to upper 80s. Increasing'
Century Club
bership indicates an
Local Scene......
. 2-A, 3-A
proposed Tuesday "is at best a stopgap full-time faculty members, initiated the
tonight
cloudiness
and
Of the 10, three are additional
annual gift on00 or more to the
Opinion
Page
4-A
measure."
becoming generally cloudy by
-scholarlships--made possible through
first- scholarship fund in the departscholarship program each year:
Sports
8-A,9-A
morning and cloudy on Thurinterest generated from the investment
There are 167 Century Club conSen. Walter Huddleston, DKy., said ment. She has been recognized for
sday.
of contributions made to already
many
years
as
one
of
the
leaders
in
tributors
across
the
association,
acart
he" was very disappointed that the ICC
existing programs within the past year.
cording to Vinson, and last spring 53 of
did not go ahead and approve the pro- education in Kentucky.
posed service orders recommended by
the staff because they appear to be
reasonable and hold promise of
bringing some relief.
"However,I hope the LAN will move
on its own to comply with these
recommendations or failing that, I hope
the ICC will move as quickly as legally
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - If you
possible to approve them," Huddleston
practically all of Kentucky's 45 coalwere to guess which county in Kentucky
producing counties.
continued in a statement from his
had the highest average weekly wage
The second richest in terms of
Washington office.
last year, you'd probably be wrong.
average weekly wage was Hancock
He said he is aware that the ICC
Thinking of Jefferson or Fayette
County, with $312 as an all-industry
chairman "is considering additional
County? Try again.
weekly wage and $337.20 for coal
administrative steps and I will continue
It is Martin County, on the West
miners.
to press for all reasonable corrective
Virginia border, once in the backwash
Third was Greenup County with
action."
of Appalachian poverty.
8302.30 for all industries and $218.93 for
Statistics released by the state
One order would require that 1.&N
miners.
Division for Unamptoymantinsuranet,-.,:-Orsienup was the only one of the 45
supply each mine ordering single ear
shipments with,tnIntiThirri of 40 pee: shair-that the average wage_ for emcoal counties where the industry
ployees of all industries in Martin
cent of the cars it requires under its
average exceeded • the coal mining
County was $356.77 a week.
daily mine rating multipled by the
average. It has only 41 mine employees
That compares, for example, with
number of working days in the week.
of a total work force.of 6,919.
$223.08 for Jefferson, $199.40 for
The other order would call on The
Greenup is a dramatic exception to
Fayette, $193.81 for Daviess County.
Family Lines, the parent company, to
the pattern of much higher wages for
$1 .51 for Henderson County
furnish L&N with 100 road-freight
'
. and
miners than for other manufacturing
$175.99 for Kenton County.'
locomotives. These would come from
employees.
other Family Line railroads, Seaboard
The reason for Martin County's new
In Hopkins County, mine workers get
prosperity, of course, is the recent coal
Coast Line, Atlanta & West Point,
$16485 a week more than the average
Clinchfield Georgke Railroad and
boom.
for all other workers and in McLean •
Western Railway of Alabama. ,
Specifically, most of the county's
County the difference is $159.13. .
work force consists of miners, whose
Attorneys noted there is .a possible
Statewide, 611 mining employees'high wages boosted the overall
legal question because there Is. no
wages avereged ;341.43 a week, or
certificates conimemorating
On hand recently at Murray State to
CENTURY CLUB CONTRIBUTORS
ptearictua_secoul that the conuuLssion
_,$140..5)131i sivejtatJeklatmorkers of all
rri'dittsmotiostsmai*sittrrwanw‘owxwi-WaisswiNataLiSiss-ktuallha...-!..-,..AiunTnTrsZiiMnrin'Sir7-"grerffili
sThiircemernbers
.
hip
ever directed the transfer ofr. -The state reports
riiir
iers
- make
industries.
left: Mrs. Mandl(Ann) Vinson, Bob Billington, Holmes Ellis, lames E.(Buck) Hurley osBenton and the 1977--8 general
locomotives from one railroad to
up 2.109 of Martin Co nty 2,794 workers
Second in weekly wages was the
chairman, Guy Billington and Jimmy Smith. Back Row,from left: Ed Shinners, Alumni Dire( tor Vtancil Vinson. Mrs.
covered by unemploy ent insurance another. But they feel it can be done in
transportation and utilities industries
Max (Mavis) Hurt Max B. Hurt, Dr. Rex Alexander, Dan Shipley, Bill Boyd, Dr. Yancey Watkins and Thomas Rushing.
and the average weekly wages of the
this case because all the railroads incombination, with $280.29, and third
miners last year was $417.57.
volved are under the Family Lines
The Calloway County Club, which has 72 active members, contributed-S7:830 to the annual scholarship program
was manufacturing in general, where
It is somewhat the same story for
umbrella.
employees averaged $238.55.
last year.

Degree To Honor Clara M. Eagle

chance
of
showers

What Ky. County Has
Highest Wage Level?

today's index
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Blue Grass CB Down Concord Way-Club Picnic New Home Being Built;
At City Park Bushhogging Also Done
The Blue Grass State CB
Club held a potluck supper at
the old Murray City Park on
Friday, July 111.
Members attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Roy. Henry, Mr.
and Mrs. Orville Moffitt, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Burkeen,
Mr. and Mrs. James A.Herndon, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Smith, Weldon Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. Hawley Bucy, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Zinkovich, Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Hale and
-Ginny, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bucy and Shown, Mr. and
Harold Turner and
James, Mr.. and Mrs. Gene
Roberts, and Billy Green.
s Visitors attending were Mr,
and Mrs. Ken Bucy and Mike,
John Calhoun, Mrs. Iva
Paschall, and Mr. and Mrs.
Pars-in Hill and Christina.

Bruce Lee Clayton
Named, Honor Roll
Bruce Lee Clayton, son of
Dr. and Mrs. James D.
Clayton. Murray, was named
t.the honor roll at David
- Lipscomb College. Nashville.
Tenn., by making a 3.86
gradepoint average for the
spring quarter.
_ Clayton, a graduate of
Murray High School. is
majoring in speech.

'A good idea'
Apply thin coats of paste wax
Buff thoroughly Too much wax
Will make the floor slippery.

before been mangled, losing
By Estelle Spiceland
an arm and leg, in a bush
July 22, 1971
New Concord is making hog accident.
Batten Lovins, who's
one step toward rebuilding
since Joe Pat Robertson and known all over the county
his bride-to-be will be where he has earned his
moving into their new home living by the sweat of his
near, Locke . Montgotnery's brow, would have aphome after their ap- preciated so many friends
showing concern, donating
proaching wedding.
offering
and
The T. Pattersons have blood,
as
he
lay
assistance,
Otis
the
late
bought
Matthew 25:40 says
Ferguson property near helpless.
as much as ye have
Concord Cemetery and are "In
unto the least of
starting to renovate that done it
these my brethren, ye have
house.
James Futrell and sons done it unto me."
Our sympathy is extended
have mowed the Concord
to
the many hospital and
School grounds and the
nursing
home patients.
former Porter McCuiston
Gaylpn
McClure has
Mot_
place and have them ready
Nashville,
a
patient
in
been
for newcomers, as is Floyd
McClure,
a
Mrs.
J.
D.
Tenn.
McClure's big garage. So we
now have some room for Buchanan teacher, had
Murray. The
expansion.
The
lake surgery in
population is growning.
—-Jim Pat Wilsons are the
We already have Belson's proud parents of a baby
busy grocery and a good farmer.
McCuiston descendants of
postoffice run by Tim
Graves and assistant, Mrs. "Aunt Belle McCuiston"
habit of having a
W. T. Kingins. Concord got have the
month
publicity when an escapee monthly reunion. Last
McCuiston
thirty-five
from a Memphis prison
stopped at Belson's to fill a relatives enjoyed a country
stolen car with gas without ham breakfast together at
paying and was captured the Big Joe's.
I recently have had the
same day.
DOne improvement, too, is loneliness lifted by callerthe btishhogging by two s—Mrs. Anna Parker and.,
brother,
Michigan
daring road workers of the her
again
Barrow,
then
Russell
steep bank in front of James
Shoemaker
Patterson's home facing this by Mrs. Douglas
and Mrs. Frank McCuiston.
house.
The telephone is a boom,
It
required
bravery,
keeping us in touch
also,
especially since Hatten
souls.
kindred
Lovins had just the day with
Congratulations to those ab e
to take long trips. In
weather-I cold+ not.
-Strange, but .1 cannot
remember
hot weather
seeming unbearable in olden
days of palm leaf fans and
shade tree relaxing. And ice
water and cold drinks were
unheard of in our farming
days.
But 'neither did the bitter
Jewelry
cold winters during fireplace days leave unfr-Lots of
forgettable memories. So
Goodies
maybe time erases the
scars, leaving only the
pleasant recollections, thus,
"The good old days."

SIDEWALK

SAW
Items For The
Sidewalk Sale
50c & Up

) Don't Miss The Fun!
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For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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STARTS TOMORROW
EVERYBODY
LOVES A
WINNBR!
.Norasook

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 19711
What kind of day will
not only pays off, but further
tomorrow be? To find out what
spurs your ambition and inthe stars say, read the
centive.
forecast given for your birth
CAPRICORN
Sign.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)1414
ARIES
Don't mix business with
Mar. 21 to Apr.
pleasure now and don't press
A good day for business and
issues. For the time being, it
financial matters. A midwill be better to let things take
morning meeting could
their course.
produce some especially
AQUARIUS
•
useful information.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
TAURUS
A good day for planning long( Apr. 21 to May 21)'-"
(
range projects. Planets, in
Day offers incentive for
auspicious position, promise
forging ahead. You'll have at
advancement if you are your
least one opportunity to cash
innately resourceful and
in through the influence of an
ambitious self.
old business contact.
PISCES
GEMINI
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
May 22 to June 21)n
Strike a good balance in all
'
4
.
Note Taurus. Your outlook
things; distinguish carefully
between what's substantial
similar. Someone of influence
could pull a few strings for you
and what's mere "glitter."
The latter could prove
if approached in the early
disappointing.
afternoon.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY have
(June 22 to July 23)6
0
been endowed with a dynamic
Organizational
work,
personality,( a
relations with the public,
lively
special events, unique
imagination and unusual
versatility — especially along
projects highly favored. Get in
there — and win!
creative lines. In everything
you do, the artist in you exLEO
presses itself — whether in
(duly 24 to Aug. 23)
Extra responsibilities inwords, as a writer; on canvas,
as in painting and drawing, or
dicated. Tackle regular duties
first, then take on what you
in sound — through the
can — within reason. Don't
medium of any musical inovercrowd your schedule.
.strurnent or your own voice.
VIRGO
The stage is also an excellent
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23).1YM, medium for your, talents —
Flexibility MUST be day's
whether as actor, playwright,
keynote. An unpredictable
director or producer. You can
period when you'll have to
preach, teach or sell, for you
shelve some of your pet plans
are always articulate and
and projects.
convincing. If the legal
LIBRA
profession interests you, you
(Sept. 24 to Oct.
would make an outstanding
Watch your budget. There
trial lawyer, with a flair for
'are some who are enthusiastic
the dramatic. Traits torcurb:
about spending YOUR money.
arrogance and extravagance.
Pay no attention. You know
Birthdate of: Rupert Brooks,
your financial limitations.
Eng. poet; Tony Bennett,
SCORPIO
singer.
(pct.. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day when your innate.
aggressiveness will pay off.
OUR 60" ANNIVERSARY
-Energy and drive will finally
DIAMOND JUBILEE
bring you some long-awaited
cooperation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) x'4 e->
You have good reason for
optimism now. A superior's
enthusiasm for your efforts

`COACu,

P[U'-nffuAcpILg--j--

Miss Tonya Leigh Carroll,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Carroll, has completed plans for her wedding
to Phillip White Morris, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Brent
,Morris.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on
Saturday, Aug. 5, at seven
p.m. at the .First Christian
Church, Murray, with Bro.
John Dale of .the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
officiating.
Miqs Carroll has chosen
Miss Cindy Tripp as her
maid of honor. Miss Kathryn
Carroll, cousin of the brideelect, will be flower girl.
Mr. Morris has chosen
Steve Towery as best man.
Ushers will be Brent Morris,
Jr., brother of the groom-

The hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. Tommy
Story, Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Carolyn Ray, Mrs. Phil
Liddle, Mrs. Joe Oakley, Mrs.
Steve Knott, and Mrs. Hughes
Bennett.
Receiving the guests With
the honoree were her mother.
Mrs. James R. Vaughn, her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson, and her sister,
Miss Lori Vaughn. Mrs. Pearl
Miller and Mrs. Lora
Wilkinson, grandmothers of
Mr. Wilkinson, were also
present
The honoree wore a two
piece beige and peach ensemble and a corsage .of red
carnations. The others in the
-receiving line had white'

*REMODELING SALE*

Oe‘'
A4
‘
11

Save 20% to 50% on Every

Vacuum Cleaner in Stock
HOOVER

EUREKA

KIRBY

I FILTER
QUEEN

ROYAL

SAVE on vacuum cleaner bags - BuI2 get 1 FREE
SAVE on vacuum cleaner bits 50c

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic Plaza - North 12th
759-1636

Complete
Service
Department

We Appreciate Your Business
and
We Are Celebrating

10 Years
In Murral With
These Super
Sidewalk Sale
Bargains!!
Summer
Merchandise
Toys

Following the ceremony
the reception will be held at
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray with Mrs.
Larry Wright, Mrs. Brent
Morris, Jr., Mrs. Randy
Elkins, and Miss Vickie
White serving the guests.
Friends and relatives of
the bridal couple are invited
to attend the wedding and
the reception.

One
Group

Clifton E. Jones, who also
arranged the flowers. White
candles
flanked
the
arrangement and red bows
were used on the table.
Punch, white cakes with red
roses, nuts, and red and white
homemade mints were served
in crystal appointment*.
Miss Lisa Francis presided
at the register table which was
centered with an arrangement
of roses. An arrangement of
red silk roses was us410 on the
table where the gifts were
displayed.
The hostesses' gift to the
honoree was a copper and iron
stone casserole dish. .Ap-.
proximately fifty: persons
were
present or sent gifts
_
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*Lawn Furniture
*Fishing Equipment
*Lawn & Garden Items
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Mrs. Jean
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elect, and Kenny anii Van
Stubblefield, cousins of the
groom-elect. Jason Wright,.
nephew of the groom-elect,
will serve as ringbearer.
The music will be by John
D. Houston, organist, cousin
of the bride-elect, and Mrs.
Vernon Shown, soloist. Miss
Cindy Chrisman will keep
the guest register.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Brame of
Kirksey has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
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The tea .1.4stile,.was covered
with a white linen and lace
•
•
•
•
•Oil t!.111107.;•
•
•
•
•• cloth and centered with in
••••!..?...*•
arrangement of red roses
•
•
•
from the garden of Mrs

MAXEY GERL
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L.
Maxey of Memphis, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a baby.
Melita,
girl, Catherine
weighing seven pounds eight
ounces, measuring 19%
inches, born on Tuesday,
July 11.
They have one son,
Christopher Jason, age four.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph L. Maxey of
Memphis, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Snyder of
New Albany, Miss. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jeddie Cathey of
Murray, Mrs. Susanna
Maxey of Wickliffe, Mrs.
Mary Snyder and Mrs.
Frieda Grace, both of
Memphis, Tenn.

nvetc

Mrs. Nickie Wilkinson
Honored Tea Shower
Mrs. Nickie Wilkinson, the
former Beth Vaughn, was
complimented with a tea
shower held at the Fellowship
Hall of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
_

KEEL GIRL
Rhonda Faye is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Keel of Murray
Route Three for their baby
girl, weighing six pounds
seven ounces, measuring
18%
inches, born
on
Saturday, July 29, at 9:50
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They
have
another
daughter, Blaine, age six.
The father is self employed.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Ethel Keel of Hazel Route
One and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Balentine of Murray Route
Three. A great grandmother
is Mrs. Tennie Higgins of
Murray Route Three.

412

Carroll-Morris Vows
To Be Read Saturday

Handbags
$900
ASlow As

'4,-,9641044.

Your Individual
Horoscope

RAYBURN IVY
Mr. and Mrs. Daviitl
Rayburn of Murray Route
Three are the parents of a
baby boy, Joe David, weighing
nine pounds 14'2 ounces,
measuring twenty-one inches,
born on Monday, July 17, at
4:34 p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
They have a daughter, Lee
Ann, age nine. The father is
self employed at Rayburn
Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lubie Roberts and Mr.
and Mks. Joe Rayburn, all of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hadley C. Tanksley, Jr., of
Nashville, Tenn. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hadley C. Tanksley, Sr.,
of Mt. Juliet, Tenn,, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Lassiter of Nashville, Tenn., and the late
Blanche D. Lassiter of
Hamlin.

Friendly Folks Friendly Service
1 .tOI SO 'fears

rtNik

Pnefat Gee/ Thiough Sotu,dey as All °tole, S-111••• en4

Air Center
753-1391

IOU

Mon. Thurs. 9.6
Fri. & Sat. 9-1 Closed Sun.
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Osbron & Cunningham
Wedding Is Saturday
Plans have been completer- 'by Miss Tamra
Osbron, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Osbron of Hazel,
for her marriage to Ricky
Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cunningham of
Murray.
The vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 5,
at 6:30 p.m. at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church with Bro. Bill
Johnson, minister of the
Church
of
Christ
in
Alabama, officiating for the
double ring ceremony.
Presenting a program of
. will be Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist and soloist.
Miss Osbron will be given
in marriage by her father.
She has chosen Miss Jeanne
Schroader as her maid of
honor; Mrs. Dee Tonia
Dunn, her sister, as her
matron of honor; and Miss
Nix Ann 'Okbron, her sister,
and Miss Rhonda Housden
as bridesmaids; and Miss
Antonia Dunn, niece of the
bride-elect, as flower girl.
Best man will be Kim
Grogan. Groomsmen will be
Randy Dunn, Mike Cunningham, and Brent Allen.
Ringbearer will be Timmy
Cunningham, nephew of the
groom-elect.
Serving as ushers will be
Larry Cunningham and
Randy
Cunningham,
brothers of the groom-elect.
Scott Nix, nephew of the
groom-elect and cousin of
the bride-elect, will light the
unity candles.

Morris 'Family Will

Be At Holiday Inn
Mrs. Jean Morris,'widow
of Pit G. Morris whp was a
native of Murray, two
—children and -grandchildren
will be at the Holiday Inn,
August 5 and 6.
Friends may contact them
there on Saturday and
Sunday.

COMMUNITY
7:01.
vaar,sevto.
vslitio:••
•
CALENDAR

Mrs. Judy Warren, aunt of
Wednesday, August 2
the bride-elect, will direct
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies
the wedding.
Following the ceremony a workshop to make comforters
reception will be held in the will be held at the church at
9:30 a.m.
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
Open house to honor Stan
Hainsworth on his return from
wedding and the reception.
a mission trip will be held at
the- home of his parents, Dr.
HOSPITAL NEWS
and Mrs. J. C. Hainsworth, 501
North Seventh Street, Murray,
7-20-78
from seven to nine p.m.
Adults 128
Nursery 4
Activities in Land Between
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
the
Lakes will include stream
Baby Boy Gordon (Debra),
1601 Walnut, Benton, Baby stroll at three p.m. at Center
Boy Anderson (Beverly), 513 Station; and "Ghosts of the
Irvin, Paris, Tenn., Baby Girl Past" at The Homeplace 1850
Bebber (Peggy), Rt. 7, at 8:30 p.m.
Murray.
Thursday, August 3
DISMISSALS
The Murray Women of the
Mrs. Tina Collins and Baby Moose will meet at eight
Boy, Rt. 2 Bx. 222, Murray, p.m. at the lodge hall.
Dewey H. Leonard, Rt. 1 Bx.
48 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Parry
Ellis Center will be open
W. Johnson, Bx. 507
ten a.m. to three p.m.
Springville, Tern., Mrs. Joe fromactivities
by the senior
for
Cleta Williams, 412 Cancall
information
For
citizens.
terbury Murray, Ms. Edna-1,753-0929.
Moysenko, 1621 Martin Chapel
Murray, Mrs. Jan Barnett, Rt.
Lakeside Singers will
2, Bx. 168 Hazel, Mrs. Wilma
perform at Lake Barkley
J. Sanders, Rt. I. Bx. 248
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Murray, Mrs. Shirley Elkins,
1301 Sycamore Murray, Mrs.
Twilight Cabaret will
Patricia A. Boyd, Rt. 1 Bx. 120
at old beach area of
perform
Puryear, Tenn., Miss Sherri
Kentucky Dam State Park
L. Roberson, 1602 Oak Hill
at 8:30 p.m.
Murray, Mrs. Betty Dillard,
5,
Cadiz,
Russell,
Edward
Rt.
Activities at Land Between
1201 Melrose, Murray, Paul
the .,Lakes will include
W. Henson, Rt. 4 Bx. 169
quilting workshop at Empire
Benton, Mrs. Margaret Tharp
Farm from one to 3:30 p.m.,
Coldwater
2205
Rd., Murray,
and slide presentation and
Miss Mary J. Skinner 120
discussion of interesting
Spruce Murray, Mike Cauley,
insects at Center Station at
Rt. 2 Bx. 31 Murray, Mrs.
three p.m.
Ynema R. Wright, Rt. 1 Bx. 99
Murray, Lawrence Walters,
veterans
Bx. 31 Hardin, Clareffliwk David Brien,
be at
will
counselor,
Lindsey, Rt. 2 West Frankfort,
Human
Department
of
Ill., Henry F. Darnell, Rt. 1
Benton,- William Chambers, Resources, Murray, from
Rt. 3 Bx. 297 Murray, Mrs. nine a.m. to three p.m. to
Johnnie I. Edwards, Rt. 1 Bx. assist veterans and their
21 Kirksey, Mrs. Erwin G. dependents for their claims
for benefits due them as a
Reed,1002 Payne Murray.
result of military service.

r

Friday, August 4
Golden Age Club will have
a potluck luncheon at the
social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
twelve noon. Note change in
meeting place.

Free For The Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071

Friday, August 4
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:30
p.m. with Mike Baker as
chairman.
Oaks Country Club twilight
golf is scheduled at 5:30
p.m.
Saturday, August 5
Four by Four Drag Race,
sponsored by Twin Lakers
Four Wheelers, Inc., will be
held at the Benton City Park
at seven p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Classes of 1935 and 1936 of
Lynn Grolie High School will
have a reunion at the
Holiday Inn with social hour
at six p.m. and dinner at
seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Darn
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park, old beach area,
at 8:30 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
"Ground and Growth" walk
at 3:30 p.m., and "Night
/
2 hour drive at
Visual" 11
8:30 p.m., both at Center
and folk dancing at
Station,The Homeplace 1850, from
seven to ten p.m.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
will meet at the lodge hall
at 7:30 p.m.

Let's Stay Well

Miss Mary's
Play School
Located At
1610 Ryan ho.

PHONE

7534181
Hours: 6:30 - 5:15
Owner Mary Brandon,
Janice Morris Helper

se

Persons Are Treated At Clinic; Visitors
By Mrs. R. D. Key
July 17, 1978
Visiters in to see Douglas
Vandyke the past week in
the hospital were R. D. Key,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes:
and Mitch, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Marshall,
Mrs. Mark Paschall, Mrs.
Billy Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Vandyke, Brent Hart,
Miss Terri Lynn Sills,
Bennett Fortune, Mr. and
Mrs. Ewell Orr, Tony
Vandyke. Mrs. Pauline
Wyatt, Bill Turner, Mrs.

mined to the Henry County Rickie and Brian, were
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on supper guests Thursday of
the Glynn Orr's.
Tuesday for tests.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Bobbie
Kim
Miss
Grooms
returned to her home in Barrett visited Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan Wednesday after R. D. Key on Friday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall was
being here with Mrs. Holice
moved from Mrs. Bertie
Grooms and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins on Friday to the
Jenkins and Kenny visited Glynn Orr home. Visitors in
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins to see her over the weekend
in Muscatine, Iowa, last were Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris and Mrs. Bertie
week.
Mrs. Tellus Orr visited Jenkins, dinner guests, Mr.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Mr. and
Wednesday. Mrs. Paschall Gallimore, Mrs. Ruth Hayes,
was in the hospital Wed- and Mrs. Page Alexander,
afternoon visitors.
nesday for a checkup.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins spent
Mrs. R. D. Key was
treated for bronchitis in- last weekend with Mr. and
fection at a clinic in Paris, Mrs. Milford Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Tenn., on Wednesday.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson, Mr. Morris, Mr. and Mn Ralph
and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall, Gallimore, and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Sadie Bucy visited Gaylon Morris visited Mr.
Lavine Carter opened her Juanita
Lee,
Electa
R. D. Key on
home for the meeting of the Fulkerson, Mildred Cook, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key on and Mrs.
Sunday.
Thursday.
Elm Grove Baptisk, Church and Bobbie Burkeen.
Mrs. Coy
Mr. and
R. D. Key was treated at
Women held on Tuesday,
The next meeting will be
Kuykendall visited Mrs.
July 11, at 1:30 p.m. with held on Tuesday, Aug. 8, at a clinic at Paris, Tenn., on
Myrtie Kuykendall and
Monday.
ten members present.
1:30 p.m, at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith of Bonnie Kuykendall of Fulton
Mrs. Carter was in charge
Paris, Tenn., joined Mr. and recently.
of the program on "Weighed
Lynn Grove Classes
Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Mrs. . Coy
Kuykendall
In The Balance" with each
were dinner guests of
Sykes
Thursday
at
a
Murray
for
member ,assisting in the
Plan Reunion fish dinner.
1935-36
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nichols
presentation.
— Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, on Sunday.
June Crider gave the
The Lynn Grove High School
devotion reading scripture classes of 1935 and 1936 will se••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
from Hosea 13:1-6. The hold a homecoming reunion on
names of the missionaries Saturday, Aug. 5, at the
having birthdays on that day Holiday Inn.
were read and prayers were
A buffet dinner will be
by Eunice Shekell and served at seven p.m. with a
Tennessee Outland.
social hour planned from six
Presiding at the meeting to seven p.m.
was Bobbie Burkeen with
r
Juanita Lee reading, the
minutes and Letha Cossey
giving the financial report.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Carter to Eunice
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Shekell, June Crider, TenOpen Mon.-Sat. 10-5
nessee
Outland, Letha,Cossey, Lavine Carter, Handel composed "The
Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Messiah" in, 25 days.
Gloria Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs, Hoyt Miller, Elbert
Elkins, and Mrs. Brenda
Jenkins.
Mr.
Vandyke
returned home last Tuesday.
Mrs. Estelle Brisendine,
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, and Mrs.
Frances Deering visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Mrs. Glynn Orr on Tuesday.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore visited
Mr8. Nina Holley Sunday
afternoon.
Arlin Paschall was ad-

Lavine Carter Opens Home
For Elm Grove Meeting

the green door

Sidewalk Sale

Friday & Saturday, Aug.4 & 5
By FJ.L. Blasingame, M.D.

One Group

Designer Sheets

Fitting A Pregnancy
Into Other Duties

Q. Mrs. T. T. writes to
Slide presentation and 45 ask for suggestions reminute field trip on colorful garding physical activfty
wildflowers will be at Center during pregnancy.
She puts it this way: "I
Station, Land Between the
have the responsibilities of
Lakes, at three p.m.
a wife, a home, and an
Twilight Cabaret will outside Job that is needed
perform at Kentucky Darn t• supplement my
husband's income. PregState Park at 8:30 p.m.
nancy will be an added
responsibility - almost too
much for me. Yet, we want
a family. I exercise to stay
fit, and that takes time.
How much running can I
PADUCAH PATIENT
do while pregnant?"
Mrs. Marshal Higgins of
A. Like many modern
Murray has been a patient women, you are carrying a
at
Lourdes
Hospital, full schedule. You apparPaducah.
ently are well organized,
and it's likely you enjoy
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
good health. I commend
Mrs. Glenn Edwards of you for the productive use
Hardin has been dismissed of your time and talents.
Pregnancy will make adfrom Lourdes Hospital,
ditional demands on your
Paducah.
body but should be regarded
as a normal proHOSPITAL PATIENT
cess - not as a disease. Of
Recently dismissed from
pregnancy can be
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, course,a
abnormal, and the fetus
was Sidney Pritchett of
can have a congenital deDexter.
fect which may result in its
deformity or death, leading to a spontaneous aborMAYFIELD PATIENT
•
tion.
Kathy Lynn Travis of
Shortly before you try to
Murray was dismissed July 20
become pregnant, it is
from the Community Hospital,
advisable that you and
Mayfield.
your husband visit your

NOW
OPEN

North Fork News--

physician and tell him of
your pregnancy plans. He
will likely examine you to
determine any problems
(such as blood pressure
elevation and kidney trouble) which might be made
worse by a pregnancy.
If some finding of significance makes it impossible
for you to safely tolerate a
pregnancy (highly unlikely), you might consider the
adoption of a child.
However, if your
checkup is favorable, you
will be able to proceed with
efforts to become pregnant. When your pregnancy takes place, you will
usually be able to continue
on your full routine of sex,
household duties, outside
job, and exercise. Your
physician will have cautioned you about the importance of reporting to
him any vaginal bleeding,
lower abdominal pain, or
swelling (edema ).
As to the amount of
exercise, your tolerance
should guide you. Avoid
excessive fatigue. Continue with your jogging.
Swimming is another sport
which is often acceptable
during pregnancy because
of the overall support
given to the body.
You may have to take off

Full Size-Reg. $31.48 a set

1/2 price
5.
3
74
7A
a Set
s
Sa
alle
e$
$19
set

Queen Size - Reg.$38.73 set
King Size - Reg. $46.48 set
Twin Size - Reg. $24.25 set

Sale $23/4 a set
Sale $12.13 a set

All Toilet Seats - 1A2 price

several weeks from sex
and your outside work and
limit your exercise about
four weeks before delivery
time. Then you will have to
choose whether to use the
services of a housekeeper
while you are at work or
give up your employment
to assume the duties of a
mother.

(Limited Supply)

All Candles.1/2 price
Beach Towels(One Group)1/2 price
Fingertip Towels & Wash Cloths

1/2 Price
(One Group)

Bathroom Accessories - 1/2 price
tOne Croup - Odds & Ends)
The word "veto" comes from a
Latin word meaning"! forbid."

cline

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Announcing
again

an

unique

inexpensive

decorating scheme.

Cloth Pictures
Stretch on frame included with kit - you assemble
or we will Many different prints to choose from
First Time Seen In This Area

VAMP** &Ali:MN
753-0317
1914 CoIdwater Rd.
Open Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 P.m.

MURRAY S
Friday & Saturday, August 4& 5
All Shopping Centers and Downtown Merchants Will Have Bargains Galore
- On The Sidewalk And In The Streets!! The Largest Inventory In History Will Be
-Offered At Low Plices
11/

SHOP MURRAY AND SAVE!!

vrr-

PAW 4-A T/Il MURRAY,Ity., LEDGER &

Taus, Wednesday, Avant 2, 1971
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Looking Back

:Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
said today that the Murray Sidewalk
Sale an Aug. 9 and 10 is expected to be
the biggest in its seven year history.
Dr. Samuel G. Bell has returned to
Murray to enter into the practice of
%internal medicini with Dr. John
Querterrnous.
Deaths reported include Edwin C.
Reynolds, age 70, and James Walker,
age 54.
Debbie Jones of Murray High School
and Ellen Watson of Calloway County
High School have returned from
Hardinsburg where they attended the
annual leadership training conference
of the Future Homemakers of America
held at the FFA Training Center July 29
to Aug. 1.
Births reported include a girl, Lynne
Anne, to Mr. and Mrs. William K.
Koeneckc on July 27.

"[MARTIN
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Hearttine, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio, 46381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Heartline: My 84-year-old mother is a
stroke victim, and has been released
from the hospital. She is home,-completely helpless and needs care around
the clock. Does Medicare provide some
sort of financial aid towards nursing
care in the home, whether it be in the
form of an aide or a practical nurse? —
M.B.
Medicare will pay for home health
care, if the patient qualifies. Hospital
insurance ( Part "A") pays for all
services for as many as 100 home health
visits after the start of one benefit
peroid and before the start of another.
However, the visits must be medically
necessary and be furnished by a participating home health agency. The
benefits can be paid for up to. a year
after the patient's most recent
discharge from a hospital or participating skilled nursing facility.
Here are the qualifications for
•Medicare coverage from a home health
agency.
—The patient was in a participating
(or otherwise qualified), hospital for at
least three days in a row.
—The continuing care includes parttime skilled nursing care or physical or
speech therapy,— —
—The patient is confined to his or her
home.--The doctor who determined home
health care was needed must have set
up a plan for it within 14 days after the
patient's discharge from the hospital or
participating skilled home.
—The home health care is for further
treatment of a condition for which the
patient received services while in the
hospital or skilled nursing facility.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed -Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." The book has been completely updated and is written in easyto-understand, question-and-answer
form. It includes a complete explanation of Medicare's Parts "A" and
"B" an explanation of "reasonable
charges" and a sample Medicare claim
form with instructions on how fill it out.
To order your copy, send $1.75 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Reartline: I have been reading quite
a bit lately on different types of drugs

Business Mirror

and I keep seeing the term "OTC
drugs." I don't know exactly what this
means and wondered if you could tell
me.—P.T. There are two basic types • of
medicines: over-the-counter (OTC)
drugs and prescription (RX) drugs.
Over-the-counter medicines (also
known as home remedies and patent
medicines) include such common
remedies as aspirin, laxatives, and
antacids. If used according to the
directions on the label, they are
relatively safe. You can buy OTC
medicines without a prescription in
drat, stores, supermarkets and other
stores.
Presciption drugs can be ordered or
prescibed only by a doctor and can be
sold only be a registered pharmacist.
Generally more powerful than OTC
medicines, prescription drugs are also
more likely to cause side effects.
Heartlinet lam 57 years old and draw
Civil Service disability pension. My
income is very low because I did not
start to work under Civil Service until
late in life. My income is under the limit
allowed to be on Supplemental Security
Income (SSI). However, I do not know
if I am disabled enough. Can you explain this to me/—D.L.
To be eligible for the Supplemental
Security Income program as being
disabled, you must have a physical or
mental impairment which will prevent
you from doing any substantial work
and which is expected to last 12 months
or result in death.
A person applying for &SI disability
because of blindness cannot have vision
better than 20-200 even with glasses or
tunnel vision (limited visual field of 20
degrees or less).
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Should Public
Help Uninsured?
NEW YORK (AP) — What is the
public's responsibility to individuals
who fail to protect themselves?
Homeowners in the northern New
Jersey town of Plainfield suffered
heavy flood damage in early August
1973, much ofIt uninsured.
Following the destruction, there was
-a rush to buy protection_ Of 329 flood
policies sold during the entire year, 220
of the purchases came in August and
September, right after the flood.
Wherever you go the pattern is
repeated."When it comes to locking the
barn door after the hone has been
stolen, human beings are without
peer," says Howard Kunreuther,
concerned but not surprised observer.
Kunreuther worries not just for the
property owners who suffer losses, but
for the public which, he pips, is bearing
more and more of the bill for the
negligence of individual property
owners.
"Between 1966 and 1976 the Small
Business Adnsinistration made 19 times
as many disiitee loans(worth 11 times
as many dollars) as it did during the
preceding 12.-year period," he reports
That money came from taxes,
Kunreuther point out. That is, the
public was asked to share the individual's loss, even though the individual in many instances had the
were withal to protect himself — and
did not.
As chairman of the university or
Department of
Pennsylvania's
Decision Sciences, Kunreuther has
observed procrastination often, and not
Just In regard to earthquake, flood or
other disaster insurance.
We cannot continue to assume that
human beings are --- or can easily be
turned into - that phantom we
traditionally have called a `rational'
decision maker," he wrote recently for
The Wharton Magazine.
Through 3,000 inteviews, the
professor and his staff sought to learn
why homeowners in susceptible areas
spend hundreds of dollars on fire WILT-

20 Years Ago

OPEN FORUM

Public Sector Unions
Their Growing Power
By H.C. Gordon
U.S.Industrial COURCil
While most Americans are unaware
of the fact, the biggest union gains in
recent years have been made not
among blue-collar workers but among
public employees.
The largest single union in the AFLCIO is now the-American Federation of
State, County, and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) with over a
million members. It is also the fastest
growing, having quadrupled in size
since 1964.
An aggressive union, which has not
hesitated to engage in illegal strikes,
AFSCME owes much of its success to
its militancy. "Let Baltimore burn!"
thundered union president Jerry Wurf
during a 1974 police strike in that city.
Burn it did, as arson, looting, and ether
criminal acts raged out of control. To
get the police back to work, Baltimore
officials had to approve salary increases that the city couldn't afford,
and pay for them by raising taxes.
Such ruthless extortion explans why
total wages of state and local employees have nearly tripled over the
past dozen years. It is also a warning of
how far public unions are prepared to
go to resist taxpayer demands for

Washington Today

greater economy in government.
Already, in the wake of California's
adoption of Proposition 13, there has
been a rash of strikes, slowdowns, and
''sick-ins" by public employees across
the country.
But illegal work stoppage is not the
only weapon that the unions have at
their disposal. With their increasing
size and wealth, they have acquired
greater
political
power -and
sophistication. Mr. Wurf recently
boasted that AFSCME has developed
"the best political apparatus in the
American labor movement," adding
pointedly that the union is ready to use
this apparatus, which means money
and manpower at election time, to
protect employees' ,pay and benefits.
At the moment, public unions are
working to expand collective
bargaining rights, with particular
emphasis on securing compulsory
arbitration. The unions favor arbitration because they can gain more
by this means than by any other, short
I striking. From the standpoint of the
public, however, arbitration — no less
than the illegal strike — is a violation of
basic democratic principles.
Democracy by definitioil means rule
by the people. Implicit in that definition
By WALTER R. MEALS
AP Special Correspondent

is the idea that only the people,through
their elected representatives, will levy
taxes or determine how tax dollars will
be spent.
Public employee strikes, in contrast,
often result in the taxing power being
usurped by militant unions. In the case
of arbitration, that power is effectively
delegated to a select group of appointed
arbiters. Any salary increases awarded
through arbitration must be paid for by
the taxpayers, who have no say at all in
the process. In fact, when the state of
Pennsylvania adopted compulsory
Arbitration several years ago, the state
supreme court declared that it would
enforce arbitration awards itself if need
be, by ordering local governments to
raise taX rates.
The taxpayer revolt that is sweeping
this country today is more than just a
protest over higher taxes; it is a conscious attempt by the American people
to re-assert their will over governments
that are running out of control. The
unions, the bureaucrats, and the
welfare lobby understand this, and are
doing all they can to thwart the
restoration of popular sovereignty. The
American people must recognize the
ruthless power grab that lurks behind
union demands for compulsory arbitration, and resist the erosion of their
fundamental right to self-goverment

Lightning struck the tower of the
First Christian Church yesterday
morning; however only minor damage
has been reported, according to the
Rev. Howard Nichols, pastor of the
church.
Deaths reported include 011ie Wilson,
age 87.
Chad Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Stewart, has accepted an
assistantship at Florida State
University. He has been working on his
PtLD degree at the university.
Prentice Lassiter was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Phillip D.
Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Wave! Beaman of
Detroit, Mich., have been visiting
relatives and friends in Calloway
County.

ance, but decline protection against
other potential disasters.
"Basically," he found "it is not the
magnitude of the potential loss that
inspires people to buy insurance
voluntarily — it is the frequency with
which a loss (no matter what size) is
likely to occur."
These frequent losses might be
minor, and financially manageable for
the policyholder without insurance. But
the owner insures. Meanwhile, the less
likely bee.disastrous event is not
covered.
This, suggests Kunreuther, is
illogical. "Standard models of rational
economic behavior would predict just
the opposite choice," he said. Rational
or not, tests show it is the way people
act and react.
Even with heavily subsidized
premiums under the National Flood
Insurance Program, people have
declined to buy, Kunreuther states, and
he cites the Rapid City flood as evidence.
When that South Dakota city was
ravaged in June 1972 by inter pouring
from storms in the Black Hills, only 29
policies were in force, although the city
had qualified under the national plan a
year earlier.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Carter, Congress
And Tax Reform
WASHINGTON I AP — Back when
President Carter was campaigning for
a top-to-bottom overhaul of the federal
tax code, his program was short of
specifics except for one clear target
He wanted to do away with the tax
break for capital gains, the income
derived from the sale of stock, -real
estate and other assets.
But Congress has other ideas. Now
Carter does, too.
"We have spelled out our position
very clearly," he said the other day. "I
am not opposed to capital. gains
reductions as such."
Clarity never has been the Carter
trademark on the tax issue. During his
long campaign, he fended off questions
about- The iptialcs of what he said
would be a total revision of the tax laws,
saying he would need time in office to
study the questions involved and put
together a complete package.
But he did say from the beginning
that all income should be taxed alike.
"One provision would be to tax capital
income and earned income the same
way," he said as a candidate.
He tried to move in that direction in
his tax proposal early this year, seeking
an increase of about $140 million in
capital gains taxes.
But Congress is headed in the opposite direction, and the House Ways
and Means Committee has approved 8
bill that would reduce capital gains
taxes by about $1.3 billion.
Carter said he would not accept a tax
bill that would undo the minimum tax
on sheltered income in the process of
lowering the capital gains rate
"I think that is an unfair approach
and it is unacceptable to me," he said
"Other modifications in capital gains
rates would be acceptable to us."
But the modification obviously is
going to be downward, not up. ,as he
wanted it to be in the first place
Carter said he is "flexible enough" It
is flexibility with a purpose: to get the
best deal possible out of Congress.
That certainly represents a change in
tone from the position Carter took on
June 26, whtn he said the capital gains
tax provision pending then would be a
step backward,hway from the reforms

he wanted, and threatened a veto.
His position now is that he will look at
the final product, sign it if it is in the
best interest of the nation, and veto it if
not.
Whatever he gets, it will not come
close to the proposals he sent Congress
early this year, let alone the terms he
outlined during the campaign.
"It Li time for a complete overhaul of
our income tax system ...," he said
then. "It is a disgrace to the human
race. All my life I have heard promises
about tax reform, but If-iieVer quite
happens. With your help, we are finally
going to make it happen. And you can
depend on it."
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Ledger
&
Times
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of. the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-7243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C.20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford ,
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort' when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40801. Home
addresses of, state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisentterger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42068
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray,Ky. 42071

Today is Wednesday, Aug. 9, the 221st
day of 1978. There are 144 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1974, President
Richard Nixon became the first
American president to resign his office.
Vice President Gerald Ford was sworn
In as the 38th president of the United
States.
On this date:
In 1831, the first train in the United
States to be drawn by a steam
locomotive made a run between the
New York cities of Albany and
Schenectady.
In 1842, a border dispute between the
United States and Canada was settled
in the Webster-Ashburton Treaty.
In 1898, Spain formally accepted
peace terms ending the SpanishAmerican War.
In 1902, Edward VII was crowned
king of England following the death of
his mother, Queen Victoria.
In 1942, the British arrested Indian
nationalist Mohandas Gandhi. He was
hold until 1944.
In 1945, the United States dropped the
- -second atomic bomb on Japan,
destroying more than half the city of
Nagasaki.
Ten years ago: A British airliner
crashed in a field near Munich, West
Germany, killing the 48 people aboard.
Five years ago: The bodies of 17 teen-,
age boys were uncovered in a boat shed
"
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30 Years Ago
Swann Parks was elected president
and Mary Miller Ellis as secretary of
the Calloway County 4-H Clubs at the
annual 4-H picnic held at Kentucky
Dam State Park. Eighty-five boys and
girls were present.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hallet
Stewart.
Dee Denning is now associated as a
licensed funeral director and embalmer at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
Births reported ineltsde a girl, Ann,to
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Titsworth on July 31.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"How Green Was My Valley."
The Girt Scout Senior Scouts held a
dance at the Scout Cabin on July 29.
Billy Shelton provided the music.

Today In History
By JOHN CUNNEFF
AP Business Analyst
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By The Associated Press

In Houston,and a 17-year-old told police
that he and a man who he killed had
been involved in more than 25 slayings.
One year ago: U.S. Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance was told by officials in
Israel that they remained strongly
opposed to yielding any territory to the
Arabs on the Jordan River's West Bank
and in the Gaza Strip.
Today's birthdays: Democratic Sen.
Herman Talmadge of Georgia is 65
years old. Catcher Ted Simmons of the
St. Lotds Cardinals is 29.
Thought for today: The most general
survey shows us that the two foes of
human happiness are pain and
boredom — Arthur Schopenhauer,
German philosopher, 17811-1880.
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Bible Thought

local med

Except ye repent, Ye shall all likewise perish. Luke 3:13
Dozens and dozens of times Cod
tells us to repent and turn from our
wicked ways When will this world
realize the urgency in this command
and obey?

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be ti disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by fn
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
BY the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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MCCH Officials Predict Hospital Will Become:

Regional Medical Facility
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A regional medical center - that's
what officials at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital envision when a
current $8-million building project is
complete.
Construction is proceeding on a first
phase of a $6.2-million hospital addition
project, while work is progressing on a
81.)5-million Medical Arts Building.
'Both, says Murray-Calloway Courty
Administrator Stuart Poston, should
provide the impetus to propel the local
hospital in to the realm of major
regional medical facility.
Medical specialists, he said, are
coming to Murray. And they in turn will
attract patients seeking their attention.
"The growing medical demand should
make this a regional referral center,"
Poston said. He cited the areas of
maternity and child care as an
example. "We're drawing patients all
the way from McKenzie, Tenn., to
Graves, Marshall and Trigg counties,"
Poston said.
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Poston said the hospital's current
occupancy rate is running aboVe
average (87-90 percent). He predicted
an even higher occupancy rate once the
hospital makes available 38 new beds
under the hospital's building program.
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Hospital expansion is taking place in
phases:
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- Phase A provides for relocating
services currently housed in the old
convalescent division. Workers will
raze that building in the future. Long
range planning calls for public space,
business and administrative space,
medical records, pharmacy, social
services, dietary and cafeteria
location, lab, central storage, laundry,
housekeeping, maintenance and employee facilities in the new hospital
wing.
- Phase B will come with the razing
of the old convalescent area and a
building program on that site. Areas
there will include an emergency room
extension, radiology, surgery and
central sterile facilities.
- Phase C will consist of .the relocation of the gift 'hop and vending
area, in-service education, inhalation
therapy, physical therapy and medical
and hospital (patient) libraries.
Construction on the new hospital wing
began in October, 1976. Some portions
of it are expected to open soon.
An on-going construction project of
the three story Medical Arts Building
began in July, 1977. The 40,000 square
foot building located adjacent to the
hospital will house some 22 doctors with
a pharmacy and other commercial

space when complete. An all-weather
corridor will connect the building to the
hospital in the future.
Poston calls the Medical Arts
Building -a tremendous asset to the
community, the hospital and local
physicians."
The community, he said, provided a
large attraction for the new doctors
settling in Murray."I think these young
doctors are looking for a quality of life
rather than the_attraction of a big city,"
Poston said.
Poston said some doctors may be
occupying the Medical Arts Building as
early as October.
Thusfar the facility has attracted two
specialists in family practice, two
physicians specializing in OB-GYN, an
ophthalmologist, an ear, nose and
throat specialist, a specialist in internal
medicine and an oral surgeon.
Poston said he also expects to recruit
an emergency room physician,
anesthesiologist, orthopedic surgeon
and another ophthalmologist.
These physicians will be using
sophisticated equipment the hospital
has bought over the past weeks.
Poston said a final aspect of completion of the hospital building program
and the Medical Arts Building will be
development of parking around the two
facilities.

MATERNITY CARE SECTION - Murray-Calloway County Hospital is already making headway as a regional
referral center for maternal cases, according to hospital officials. Here one of the city's newest family practitioners,
Dr. Gordon Vire, talks with Tommie Capps, a respiratory therapy technician and nurse Cindy Southard. They are
standing beside an isolette for newborns and a resperator for youngsters.
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MONITORINC HEART PATIENTS - Murray-Calloway County Hospital has added a number of new pieces of
sophisticated equipment lately, equipment that hospital officials think will be in constant use once the expanded
facility and Medical Arts Building is finished. Shown watching the telemetry unit to monitor heart patients above is
Cathy Clark a registered nurse at the hospital. Current hospital construction is expected to add 38 new beds to the
facility.
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How do the rates of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital compare to other
hospitals that admit roughly the same

According to a study compiled by
Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Kentucky, the
cost of a stay in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital (MCCH) compares
with, and in many cases is lower, than
other hospitals that admit about the
same number of patients per year as the
local medical facility.

The Blue Cross-Blue Shield figures
for 1977 show the average stay in the
local hospital last year was 5.36 days,
while the average cost per case
amounted to 8824.77. The average cost
per day was $118.57.
The average cost per case and per
day at the local hospital was the lowest
among six hospitals that each admitted
about the same number of patients last
year, according to the report.
Of the six in the group, Lourdes and
Western Baptist in Paducah, Hopkins
County Hospital in Madisonville, Jennie

Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville,
Community Hospital in Mayfield, and
MCCH, the local hospital logged the
lowest average cost per case and the lowest average cost per day.
According to the Blue Cross-Blue
Shield figures, the average cost per
case last year for the study group
amounted to $773.49 while the average
cost per day totaled $154.05.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston said he
attributes'
inn fait MCCH rates are
lower than other hospitals to "overall
philosophy,
purchasing.
grpup

budgeting the hospital's self insurance
program and the facility's occupancy
rate."
Poston pointed out in a recent interview, the original philosphy of the
hospital's board of commissioner's "is
to hold down costs."
The hospital administrator said the
hospital further manages to cut costs
by purchasing through medical
interby
and
cooperatives,
departmental budgeting."We do a good
job budgeting and when we have a
budget, we stick to it," Poston said of
the hospital departments.
.

Poston said the hospital's medical
malpractice self insurance program
has saved the hospital in annual
premiums. And by maintaining a
consistently high occupancy rate (87 to
90 percent) the hospital achieves
maximum utilization of manpower and
services.
MCCH is in the process of opening a
new wing at the hospital and Poston
said, "I think our occupancy will improve when we open the 38 new beds. .
we should not have a problem maintaining near capacity occupancy."
Is MCCH holding the line in costs!
According to a copy of a computer
printout on hospital administrative

services in Kentucky, during March,
April and May of this year, the average
cost per patient day at MCCH was
$109.28, while the average cost among
22 Kentucky hospitals using the service
totaled $146.99.
According to the printout, the
average cost per patient day among
some 309 hospitals nationwide using the
administrative service totaled $156.46.
The figures show the average cost per
stay at MCCH was $648.89, Kentucky,
$1,050 and nationwide, $999.
Poston said MCCH's average cost per
case has gone up 17.3 perceriesince 1975
compared to 25.8 percent for area
hospitals.
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MCCH Rates Comparable To OtherArea Hospitals
number of patients as the local facility.
Are the rates here higher or lower than
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NEW FOOD STORAGE AREA - Portions of the hospital under construction are already open and in use is shown
by this picture. Here Danny Arnold,left, dietary production manager,and Terry Boyd check over food stocks in the
new,expanded food storage area of the hospital. The storage area is part of an overall renovation of the kitchen at
the hospital. The S6.2-million renovation is going on in phases.
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Aldermen Convene On Stansbury Dilemma
developments involving the
mayor.
controversy
The
surrounding tlie_ S5-year-old
mayor began last week
when he admitted lying
about -his whereabodts on
the eve of a city firefighters'
strike July 14.
Stansbury said at the time
of the strike that he was in
Atlanta discussing economic
race
and
development
relations with a civic leader
there. But he admitted last
week that, in reality, he had
been in New Orleans with a
female administrative aide
and Mr. and Mrs. John
Hawkins Jr. of Louisville.
'I believe it is, our solemn
duty to make no judgment
concerning the mayor unless
and until we are so per-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
special meeting of the
LOwsville Board of Aldermen was to be held tonight
to formally establish a
Committee to investigate the
official conduct of Mayor
Witham Stansbury.,
`-,2'he aldermanic committee
Poet for about an hour
tiesday, with Stansbury
Making a brief statement
after opening remarks by
Alderman David Banks, the
committee chairman.
The ivinmittee adjourned
alter 'ilte board's lawyer,
Walter Butt, warned against
tiiking any action until the
tilll board had authorized the
10ecial panel.
:-,Bank&- said the city is
acing a --crisis of leaderSkip- because of recent
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suaded by clear and convincing evidence developed
and presented in a manner
consistent with the principles
of fairness and due process
of law," Banks said.
Stansbury, whose apoff
touched
pearance
cheering by, about 200 of his
supporters who attended the
meeting, said that "I stand
ready to cooperate."
Stansbury said he has
directed his staff to compile
records of the mayor's
travel since he took office
and to supply the panel with
the records.,
Before adjourning, city
Joe
Walls
Comptroller
turned over to the committee copies of expenses
incurred by the mayor's
office since Stansbury took
office Dec. I, 1977.
Stansbury's troubles have
spread to Jacques LeRoy,
the -mayor's_ executive
assistant who resigned
Monday to take a post in
Washington as the city's

adviser on federal programs.
Stansbury met privately
on Tuesday with nine
aldermen, asking their
for
Le-Roy's
support
reassignment.
The aldermen can vote
against the reassignment, at
which time Stansbury would
have the option of canceling
the contract, modifying it or
ignoring the board.
While the board cannot
void ibe contract outright,
Alderman William Heath
said it could accomplish the
same end by cancelling the
funding for the post. But the
mayor's office has argued
tha the board cannot cut the
funding after it has been
approved, apparently
drawing the lines for a
possible legal conflict should
the board vote against
LeRoy's reassignment.
Several ,board members
said they wouid reserve
judgment on .the contract
until they cGuld assess its
impact.
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3511,9 WON'Tv)
A
IN
RE,
I
GE

Bush Gt. Northern

Beans
Hominy
rox
°
Bleach
shuste
Cola

PEACHES

WEIGHT-4r POUNDS

r—r

99'

CORN

STILL
DOESN'T
WORK

i

10 Ears 99C

I

ii— Ilk
.444
fffit.*4
0 ABOUT INFLAHW
AET YOU COULDN'T
SLEEP?

VP

3/88`

14 oz

4/88`
, 59C

79C
64 oz

USD

Run

A\

USD
Eye of

TOMATOES

THAT WOULDN'T'
WORK roft k4E--

NM EVER CET SO

/ 5 oz

SAVE
WATERMELONS

GEE

84

2/19c

Bush White

-

r
WEIGHT
AND.
FORTUNE

Renunt

qcv

Home Owned
&Operated

•

I THINW-rt-LWEIGH THIS
FISH 'I
CAUGHT

25 lb $399

Afr Freshener

4.4,044.0

SAINT,

6 oz

Hamburger Slices 69c

•

6-

, 4/99c

Peas
B
liogood

.a.`A.

4.-4
4

-

•

Scot Lod Sweet

CATSUP

40U CAN'T HAVE
TO SA,? THAT

ABOUT THE SAME AS
.4 10UR BATTING AVERA6E

9 oz

Kitchen

(With Coupon Below)

au
a

"5 TOO 140T10
ke BALL TODA(.!

p.

Salad Dressing

UI

a

WEIGHT
AND
FORTUNE

Scot Lad Qt

22 oz.

wi

Ri Will

;MC
79c

Pringles Country Style

•ua1

a

2/89c

Facial Tissue
Hunts
Catsup

Lux

Body Of Mercer
Man Is Pulled
From Ky. River

•

These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

Vodka Rolling Off Line
At Paducah Plant

and
whisky
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Canadian
cocktails,
began tequila. prepared
Inc.
Heublein
and other products
production Tuesday at its cordials,
be added to
eventually
will
Urge (with 313 Moray
new $26 million spirits
moisture
49 Month
the
production,
plant's
the
on)
$,Warning deprocessing plant here.
12 Crony
52 Former Rusa
in
news
said
company
Hinder
16
• vice
The first cases of Smirnoff
(coital I
sian ruler
18 Take unlawConcar
54 Regrets
the company's most release.
Vodka,
36
Stroke
fully
Hrt fightty
55 Edible seed
liquor brand, Guiel said the plant will
known
well
20 Soak
38 Title of re- 56 Beam
33 Spanish
formally dedicated in
began rolling off the bottling be
22 Hirsute
spedt
river
57 Beverage
September.
23 Monsters
the
of
construction
after
line
34 Negative
41 Fond wish 59 Decay
25 Small lump 43 Existed
275,000 square foot facility
• Prefix
60 Dry as wine
15 Corded cloth 27 Kind of cloth 45 Small wolf 63 A state
began two years ago.
28 Clayey earth 47 Fish eggs
3/ Obstruct
(abbr,)
The Paducah facility
39 Compass
became the fourth operated
6 7 I
•- point
411E11 -by Heublein, based il
Crimson•
14
Farmington, Conn.
42 Ordinance
ill••a
17
44 Intertwines
15
1•
16
William G. Guiel, Paducah
46 River in Belplant manager, said about 80 VERSAILLFS, Ky. (AP)
20
gium
persons currently are em- — The body of a Mercer
111
88 Chinese pa- 22
27 21
24 •25
hil
23
ployed at the facility but the County man has been
goda
11
work force should increase recovered from Kentucky
32
31
50 Puts on. as 29
Mr
clothes
to 125 by the end of the River in Woodford County,
36
as.
34 II
54 Drunkard
year.
concluding a two-day search.
a•3.
53 Scatter
41
43
45
42
includes
,plant
The
Woodford County Coroner
55 Clergyman
liquor Dorsey Clark said Alfred
for
facilities
47
As
58 Reports
•iii all
processing, bottling and Holt, 24, Harrodsburg, was
0 Organ of
- nearing
friends
warehousing. Later this boating
with
34
82 Eagle's nest
57
year, the plant will begin Saturday when he fell from
14 Pedal digit
shipping products in an 11- the boat below Lock 6 in
64
61
$5 Affirmative
state region, according to a Mercer County. The body
a
aIIi
.• vote
floated for
Heublein spokesman.
apparently
II Shore birds 63 MI66
Initially, the plant will several miles before it was
fasCommon
Distr. by United Feature 3
process and bottle vodka, recovered.

21 Bow
22 Cry of owl
14 Condensed

8 AM-11 PM
EVERY DAY

Wormer
Country Style

LJSD
Beef S

29c

Home Grown

E.

Rot

1

ad,./.: ..

SWi
Comp

lb.

Fra

erf,"

-41

MVOS
DREAMED IT„,
ZzZ,„72Z,..

Limit 1-Per Family

5f -4

Saran Wrap

food Only Al Sletty's

7,CA6E 1ILL
UP TRERE,„
7

1 Per Family

Spread
Expires 8-8-78

(K4641N)

Limit

Dow

2 lb bowl

4
Op I NEAR
A 1.40tEe

COUPON

Blue Bonnet

---

Ala

'
k/90
0/

t

COUPON

COUPON
Limit I Per

I Per Family

I Per Family

Limit

Bar Soap

Liquid

Sauce

Lifebouy

Lux

26 or

flod 0* Al Saasy's

Limit

COUPON

Heinz
Bar-B-Que

OOftroH79

Expiras 8-8-78

Family

COUPON

69

Expires 8 8 78

led Only Al Storty's

489

Both Sire

Expires 8 8 78

Good OW, Al Storey's

COUP

Limit 1 Pe

Concentr
WISI

69

4:

22o,

Expires 8 878

Good Only Al Sloysy'l

128o,

th

Expires 8

Said Oily Al Si
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Every Day Low Prices
Compare These Low SheffPrices With Theirs
G

H

Foiger's Flaked

$108
5 lb
I

Sugar

Coffee
ri
oil

Parkay

Margarine

I lb

59'

Kroft Amer

ay
Store

2/891
co 79'
79c
9 oz

I

Jtf 18 oz

Coffee

Peanut Butter

Lipton

Kroft Orange

Carnation Instant

Beans

Milk.

88
'

EGOS

Plate ToLunches
Go

2/70

1 Hai, 2 vegetables,

Chicken Boxes

."

Bounty --

Towels

Chickasaw

Fresh Glazed

roll61

C

DONUTS

Shortening

BACON

Family Pack

I bleed

2 pa. Wakes, 2 potato logs, troll

40°Lb.

PORK STEAK

Richtex

42 oz

Sliced

'41Drink
6-c

99

'129
55c

46 oz,

Scot Lad

Corn

Lb.

2/79'

8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
7 Days A Week

SAVE

Bryan

69'

OPEN

Dixie Fresh
Grade A Extra Large

19'

8q1.$228

Deli Now

Limit 2 Per Customer tAPIPh S7.50 Add.
Pur Excluding Tobacco 8. Dairy Products

40°Lb.

$299
j

SAVE

85'

Juice

I

Northern

4/99'

51b

48 ct

2/. OZ

iiitihaWhfiakes
ld

-SAVE —

4/99'

16 oz

Folger s

Tea Bags

'2"

iite

$109
12 oz

Singles

13 oz

16 oz,

19'

3 oz

24`

Gelatin

Jell-O

COLAS

Scot Form

SAVE
60 Lb.

3/88'
4/88'
4 oz

4 oz

-SAVE

Margarine

Water Added
Shank Portion

ROUND
STEAK
1139thJ

79'

6 pk

89'

Blue Bonnet

40'Lba

USDA Choice
Bone-In

59'

Biscuits

Plus
Deposit

8 fltl.
Ctn.

1 lb.

10 lb. $
5
2
9:5

"
.
ugar
S
G

TISSUE

Unsweetened

HAM

Kool-Aid

pkg

11'
4 Roll

Queen of Scot 22 oz

Coffee Creamer
Maxwell House

Bag Coffee
Lb.

1 lb $239

Kroft Miracle

Distilled

Water

901

49'

MARGARINE

USDA Choice Boneless

$169

Rump Roast

lb

U.S.D.A Choice Boneless
Eye of
lb 219
'

Swiss Steak

lb

$in
I

Franks
Limit I Per Family

Liquid

Concentrated

Lux

Wisk

22 or 69
4

ttpires 8 8 78

5ood Osly AI Sloes

1280,

12 oz

COUPON

kid ONIt At SlotAT's
dtqweseftemmessesesseesseleser

Pork Ribs

lb

$139
I

Pork Sausage

19'

Hen Turkeys
COUPON

09584200
Limit 1 Per Family

Cereal

Golden
Grahams

•

694

700:
Expires 8 878

32 oz

Purnell-Prtde Self Bats ted

Campfire

imit 1 Per Family

Oil

Storemacie

USDA Choice
Beef Shoulder

COUPON

Bacon

Portton

$1 19
Family Pack lb. •

Country Style

Round Roast

COUPON

Slab Sliced

Expires 8-8-78
rod ORIT Aljawsta

09584200
Limit 1 Per Family
Betty Crocker
White Angel Food _

Take Mix

.0,794
Expires 8-8-78
Nod Onli Al SIOlikaimmik,

We Accept
U.S.-Govt. Food Stamps

This
Week
Win:
Last Week's
Winner:

1 Lb.
, 6 Stick
Pkg

Ac
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A Brave Attempt, Nonetheless

Rose Streak Halted At 44
Associated Press
Rose, somewhat distressed.
The boom is off the Rose.
"I'm more teed off. But I
Pete Rose's news-making guess it is a load off my
hitting streak came to an shoulders."
aid at 44 games Tuesday
Rose went hitless in four
night when the Cincinnati official trips and walked
Reds' star was shut out by once. He was .rettred twice
two pitchers in a 16-4 loss to by rookie left-handelk Larry
the Atlanta Braves.
McWilliams, who walked the
.'I'm not relieved," said Cincinnati third baseman in

the first inning, and the final like it was the ninth inning
two times by reliever Gene of the seventh game of the
World Series."
Garber.
"Garber was pitching likeIn the other National
n was the seventh game of League games, the Houston
the World Series," Rose Astros whipped the San
Francisco Giants 4-2; the
said.
Later apprised of Rose's San Diego Padres edged the
remark, Garber retorted: "I Los Angeles Dodgers 1-0;
had an idea he was hitting the Montreal Expos nipped
the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-3;
the New York Mets turned
the
back
Philadelphia
Phillies 5-1 and the Chicago
Paducah shortstop Jeff Cubs stopped the St. Louis
Sutton reached on infield Cardinals 4-2.
McWilliams, 3-0, was lifted
error in the the second, stole
a pinch-hitter in the
for
then
second and third,
scored on a single to center.
Three hits, two walks and
a wild pitch gave Paducah a
big. 7-0 advantage in the
third. The visiting squad
posted two runs in the
fourth, one in the fifth, then
won the game by the 12-run
rule with two runs in the
sixth.
hporlmple

All-Stars Drop Opener
Behind 124 heading into
the bottom of the sixth, it
appeared that the Murray
Pony League All-Stars might
be out of the tournament at
Calvert City.
They're still in it, but not
because of a dramatic lastinning rally. The final score
remained 12-0, but thanks to
the double-elimination format of the tournament, the
All-Stars will get another
Chance Thursday at 6 p.m.
against tonight's first-round
loser.
Murray managed only
three hits off Paducah
hurlers Dennis Quigley and
Joe Fitzgerald, and allowed
its best scoring opportunity
to slip away.
Pitcher Don Hargrove
drilled a line single to center

to open the fourth inning,
before Todd Rutherford
walked.
After a strikeout, David
McMillen drew another walk
to load the bases. Ronnie
Pace bouneed a ball to
second, but Jim Bunday
fired a strike to the plate to
force Hargrove. Stacy Smith
grounded to third to end the
inning.
Paducah, on the other
hand, scored at least once in
every inning, pounding 15
hits and capitalizing on
three Murray errors.
Two infield singles in the
first inning put Hargrove in
trouble with none out. He
managed to fan the next two
hitters, but Ron Bernard
blooped a double to short
right to make it 2-0.

fifth, when the Braves came
from behind with a five-run
rally, sparked by a three-run
homer by Horner and a solo'
blast by Dale Murphy. The
Braves also scored five runs
in the eighth with the help
of three Cincinnati errors.
Astros 4, GlanUi 2
J.R. Richard struggled
with his control but held San
Francisco to four hits in 82-3
innings and Enos Cabell
delivered the game-winning
hit as Houston beat me
Giants. Richard, 11-9, struck
out 11 to boost his leagueleading strikeout total to 205.

The Banditos, in one
semifinal of the lower's
bracket, ire the defending
champs of the event. The
Travelers, in the other
loser's berth, won the
title
regional
women's
earlier this year and will
play in the state tournament

p
.

ONCE A YEAR OPPORTUNITY
TO BUY I SAYE

SAVE
$200"

vow

Sale

Assoc
The .Bost
losing confi
ground.
Most of i
games — I
The team
unstoppabl
hitting and
"In the
season, eve
the field,
we would y
6ptain Ca
"Now, I
have to gi
shouldn't
losing."
But the sl

S.. k.

at,

,r h bi
0
3
Cnug Darnell, c
0
3
,ss
Bob
0
2
Mike Boggess,2b
1
3
Hargrove,p,lb
Don
0
I
Todd Rutherford, cl
1
2
Kirk Stark:x.1f
0
1
David Mcf4dien,3b
0
2
Ronnie Pace,at p
1
1
Darren Hooper,lb
0
1
Stacy Srnslls
214 213-12 15 1
Paducah
3 3
Murra7,

NS ISO— 0

A Wirlitzer piano just right for your home. Sturdy & beautiful, aged fruit- •
wood, strikes a firm note of history in the styling of this traditloanl piano,
carefully appointed with authentic heritage touches on the music panel. A
proud instrument in both value and performance.

Lucky Strikes, Travelers
And _Banditos To Battle
It's down to three teams
in the Murray Women's
Softball Leagte tournament
at the Murray City Park,
and all three have impressive credentials.

3 DAYS
ONLY
THORS.,FRI.,
SAT.

Re(
Tal

later this month.
The Lucky Strikes, undefeated in the winners'
bracket, captured the girls'
16-18 state title last weekend
in Murray and will face the
winner of the BanditosTravelers -contest for the
7:30
at
championship
tonight.
The Travelers and Banditos will play at 6:30.
Should that winner defeat
the Lucky Strikes in the first
game, a second game will
be played, since the Lucky

Now '88888

Strikes must lose twice to be
eliminated.
In action last night, the
Banditos swampted Peoples
Bank 30-2, then whipped
Dexter 15-10. They advanced
to tonight's game by beating
MiStM's 13-7, who earlier
eased past the Beach
Builders 124.
The Lucky Strikes and
Travelers, both undefeated
heading into last night's
game, staged a slugfest
before the Lucky Strikes
won 10-7.

COME IN...BUY NOW & SAVE!
Even Bunts Don't Work
Murray third baseman David McMitlen feigms'a knit in the six tie inning of Tuesday's Pony League all-Star game against
Paducah "A". Murray managed only three hits as Paducah
romped 12-0.
Skiff Moro by Tbey Ramo

(Formerly .1$11 Music-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)

The Murray
pionships at
sy Gore and
Morris. Not

Murra K .

Dixieland Center 753-7575

Hei

Fike's 69 One Of 3
Murray Junior Wins
Murray's Tommy Filte
fired a three-under-par 69
to capture first place in
the boys' 17-18 division of
the State PGA Junior golf
championships at Huristbourne Country Club in

South Bend

Louisville Monday.
Todd Contri's 77 won
first place in the 11-andunder boys', while Velvet
Jones turned in an 81 for
first place in the 12-13
girls' division.

Tiger Booster Club,
Elects lst.Officers
Officers were elected at
the first organizational
meeting of the Murray
High School Athletic
Booster Club at Murray
High Tuesday night.
Elected president was
Bobby -McDowell; vice
president, Tom Rushing:
secretary and treasurer,
Delura Hill; publicity
director, Nicky Ryan; and

membership chairpersons,
Carol Hibbard and Carolyn
Bradshaw.
The purpose of the
''Tiger Athletic Booster
Club" will be to work
jointly with the school for
the advancement of the
total athletic program at
Murray High.
Kick-off plans are now
being made and will soon
be released

Smith, Gannon Upset

.

NEW
—
ORLEANS
Unseeded Tim Wilkison
upset fourth-seeded Bob
Giltinan 7-5, 6-4 in the first
round of a $75,000 Grand
Prix tennis event at the
Superdome.
NORTH CONWAY, N.H. —
Bruce Manson upset 13thseeded Stan Smith 6-4, 6-1 in
a second-round match of a
$175,000 Grand Prix tennis
tournament.
In other second-round
matches, seventh seeded
Wojtek Fibak of Poland
defeated Austria's Cliff
Letcher 6-4, 6-3; Hans
of
Gildemeister
Chile
overcame Nick Saviano 74,
6-1; 11th seed Arthur Ashe
defeated John Bartlett 6-2, 62; 16th-seeded Hank Pfister
beat Tim Garcia 6-7, 6-4, 60; Gene Mayer beat Robin
Drysdale 6-0, 6-1, defending
cfurrnpion Sohn Alexander of
Australia defeated countryman Paul Kronk 6-4. 6-1;
fifth seeded Harold Solomon
downed John Sadri of
Charlotte, N.C., 6-4, 7-6; and
Corrado
fourthseeded
Barazzutti of Italy defeated
Rod Frawley of Australia 36, 6-0, 64.

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. —
Seventh-seeded Jose-Luis
Clerc of Argentina scored a
6-1, 6-4 opening-round victory
over Andy McCurry in a
$75,000 Grand Prix tennis
tournament at the Orange
Lawn Tennis Club.
In other action, Peter
Fleming beat Jay Lapidus 74, 4-6, 74; Ray Moore was
upset by Ramiro Benavidos
6-4, 04, 6-4; Billy Martin lost
to Deon Joubert 6-2, 6-4;
Bernard Fritz defeated
Ferdi Taygan 74, 6-2; Keith
beat Elliot
Richardson
Teltcher 24, 74, 6-1.

SPORTING GOODS

reeSeved

tisei

wise

bine

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

S*77/VaZ117

Arrows
comes With Field Point
U.L. Reg. $1.68

Special

U.L. Reg.
$139.95

Special

$11995•

rs

The fastest .22 caliber
ammunition ever made.
The muzzle velocity of
this cartridge is 1,685 feet
per SOCOAd. *
- t-100 yards
Stinger shoots flatter, so it
ends up closer to the target.

U.!,. Reg.$1.69

$133
Special
ZEBCO 600
STORM WIGGLE WART

LEATHER FOOTBALL

FoTt an ll

by 5:M p.m. Nieman

friday es by 3:1111 p-as. ea Seaus.
Says ere"reed te cal 7534116
bermes, 5130 p.a. and 6 p.m.,

weelsderys sr I p.as. Setardays

Aluminum
Converta-Point

Dear Paler LTD. Compound Bow.6-in-t Positive Weight Adjustments—allows
you to adjust the peak weight of the Polar LTD over a range of 25 pounds. Quickly
change weights for Target, Field or Hunting. New Simplified Idler Suspension
System—less mass tor faster arrow speed. Drilled and tapped for-Berger Button, bow
quiver and a variety of bow sights. Excellent cable clearance -allows you to shoot full
sized /Notch for proper arrow flight. Adjustable to 40, 45, 50. 55, 60 and 65 lbs. Draw
length 28W'to 30½".

bisess-dolvesed

se plearambee dellve•y

94'3

pec a

CCI STINGER .22 CAL. N.V. LONG RIFLE

eat

rlaseday-friisq, be Idle p.a.
eel 4 p.a. lereileys, re Were
&lbw,di.aemegsper
Niue bb pimp. by 6 p.m

U.L. Reg.
$17.97

Prices Good Through Aug.9th

copy if Thi Murray Ledger
Timm

Six Player
Hardwood Playing Parts

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers

Croquet
Set

is;

U.L. Reg.
.97
pedal
$469

Storm Fishing
Lures

---,Cast after cast, yew after year — you can
count on it! Self-lubricating, sintered
metal gears. Oil-retaining bearings__
Durable Lexan body, Aluminum covers,
Hard-chromed brass, radial-edge spinnerhead. Ceramic pickup pin for smooth,
positive retrieves Full-circle brake ring
locks line firmly without pinching or
fracturing. Adjustable drag 1VThwith
long-lasting Deirin brake shoe. Silent,
selective anti-reverse. Hardened aluminum
handle with plastic knobs.

U.L. Reg.
$7.97

Fats° - Silver Shad
Shinner Minnow - llot'NirOt
Wiggle Wart.
Your Choice

$599

Special

IT I. livp,
$179

$133
Special

g
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ed Sox Bombers'Sudden Slump
Taking its Toll As Lead Dwindles
Associated Press
The .Boston Red Sox are
losing confidence and losing
ground.
Most of all, they're losing
games — 11 of the last 14.
The team some thought
unstoppable has stopped
hitting and stopped smiting.
"In the first half of the
season, every time we took
the field, we felt as though
we would win," said Boston
ciiptain Carl Yastrzernski.
"Now, I don't lotow. Ve
have to grind - .it out. We
shouldn't
think
about
losing."
But the standings serve as

a constant reminder. A 10game lead that had seemed
so comfortable now stands
an uneasy 41's after a 5-2
loss lo the Chicago White
Sox Tuesday night. The Red
So;-have seen their winning
percentage
drop
in
proportion to the team
batting average: Jim Rice is
11or-27 and George Scott is
1-for-28.
The Red Sox fell to
Chicago rookie Mike Proly
Tuesday night. The 27-yearold righthander held Boston
to six hits and got offensive
support
when
Lamar
Johnson and Bob Molinaro

cracked home runs on
consecutive
Luis Tiant
pitches in the three-run
fourth inning.
In the other AL games,
the Yankees bombed Texas
8-1,
Oakland
blanked
California
1-0,
Seattle
blasted Minnesota 13-6,
Cleveland edged Kansas City
2-1 and Detroit bested
Toronto 3-2.
Yankees 8, Rangers 1
Willie Randolph capped a
four-run second inning with
a two-run triple and Reggie
Jackson also tripled as
Catfish Hunter and Sparky
Lyle combined to four-hit

the Rangers.
Hunter, shelled in his last
outing, pitched eight innings
— his longest stint of the
year — before Lyle came on
in the ninth arid served u,)
Bobby Bonds' 20th homer
this season.
Tigers 3, Blue Jays 2
Phil Mankowski doubled
home the first Detroit run in
the second inning and later
scored on a wild pitch to lift
the Tigers over the Blue
Jays. The game attracted
19,269, sending Toronto over
the million mark in home
attendance a second straight
year.

Colt League's Best
The Colt League All-Stars will host the Notional Regional Tournament at the Murray City
Pork which begins Friday. Front row,
from left, are: Mark Young, Tommy Herndon, Mork Denham, Mark Ails, Jimmy Bynum, Scott Hill and
Eddie Requite*. Back row
ore Coach Phillip Rogers, Scott Brooks, Mork Erwin, Ricky Smith, Robin Roberts, Bruce Rogers,
Kim Wilson, Kevin Wright; Bill
Melton and Coach Ray Roberts.
Staff Naito by Tony Whoa

"Largest

GE Retailer"

fruitpiano,
nil. A

ins

3

kICI RIFLE

iber
ado.
of
85 feet
yards
ir, so it
e target.

GET SOMETHING EXTR
••

.GOODYEAR RELIABILITY—GE QUALITY

GE 19" Diagonal Color TV

Hosting National Regionals

• 100% solid state chassis
• Modular chassis design
• Black matrix in-line
picture tube
• Custom picture control
• Automatic color control

The Murray Bonditos, a 16-18 girls' softball team sponsored by Hawaiian Tropic, will
host the Midwest Region 10 Notional Championships at the Murray City Pork this weekend. Front row, from left, are: Dawn Redden,
Kim Kemp, Susie Imes, Rose Ross, Betsy Gore and Karol Kemp. Bock row are Renee Overbey, Tommie Calhoun, Penny Overbey,
Sheila McKenzie, Mina Todd and Teri
Morris. Not pictured is Mary Wagoner.
P1101111by

z

Henry Co. Fair Association
Presents At The

Henry Co. FairgrOunds,
Paris, Tenn.
Sat., Aug. 5, 8:00 p.m.
*Sanctioned TRACTOR PULL
(2,700 Prize Money)

Mon., Aug. 7,8:00 p.m.
*MOTORCYCLE RACES

Tues., Aug. 8, 8:00 p.m.
*DEMOLITION DERBY
MOO Prize Money)

Wed., Aug. 9, 7:30 p.m.
Thurs., Aug. 10, 7:30 p.m.
*DOLL SHOW (chiigren,geauty goo")
*GOSPEL SINGING

$37500

By WILL GRIMSLEY
dertones. A whole colony of
AP Special Correspondent shrinks — we all were led to
For a man forced to ob- believe — couldn't figure out
serve from the boondocks, the wheeling and dealing
the Steinbrenner-Martin- that went on beneath the
Jackson summer frolics surface.
provided some fascinating
But just suppose --for
reading.
makebelieve — it as all on
The New York Yankees' the squares.
baseball version of "As the
If so, George Steinbrenner,
World Turns" also created a the allegedly insenitive and
field day for the press box opportunistic owner, really
seers
and
amateur did have second thoughts
Color 11 10" Diagonal TV
psychologists. The mad, after impulsively driving his
kaleidoscopic changes came popular manager, Billy
so swiftly it was difficult to Martin, to
a
tearful • 100% solid state chassis
tell the heroes from the resignation — before a • GE's in-line
picture tube
villains without a scorecard. national TV audience — and • 70-position "click-in"
The "black hats" played implanting fatherly Bob
UHF tuning
• Personal earphone
swapout with the "white Lemon in his place.
hats." Touch a halo and you
"I've always thought • Automatic color Control
got pricked by a thorn.
better with my gut than my
Egos, false pride and heart," the Yankee boss
frustrations were laid bare said.
for the whole world to see.
It wasn't easy. It was an
Model /083
The baseball establishment act ,that opened him up to
became a natural target for scorn and ridicule. Let an
the snipers. The fans, unbiased
jury
pass
renowned
for
their judgMent.
1 orr
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
fickleness, lined up solidly
In retropsect, the whole
behind the oppressed. They Yankee mess appears to
1
Sound Design Component Stereo $195
always do.
have been the result of a
What might have been the crackup of human frailties,
$100
Sound Design Turntable
most honest of motives were rather than any design in
given sinister, selfish un- deviousness.
1
G.E. 12 Cu. Ft. Upright Freezer,

$25988

Fri., Aug. 11,7:30 p.m.
*SADDLE CLUB NORSE SNOW
(16 classes)(Money for adults)(Trophies for Children)

*4-WEEL DRIVE PULL
($600 Prize Money)

Yank Dealings Could Be,
For Once,On The Level

GE Porta

*GO CART RACES

Sat., Aug. 12, 7:30 p.m.

ha Mee

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!
OTY

The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
Present

3

sir

Sound Design Console Stereo
G.E. Jet 110 Microwave Microtouch

PRICE

G.E. Side by Side Refrigerator
Zenith Commie Stereo
Zenith Component Stereo
G.E. Dryer-Deluxe
G.E. A/C 14,500 ITU

Sane
Si,.
Sane 1

GE 12" Diagonal Black and White TV
• 100% solid state chassis
• Up-front controls
• Set-and-forget volume
control
• Quick-on -daylight Bright"
picture tube

$8888
Modal 0000

OTY

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

12" BILWTV

$329

1
1

DESCRIPTION

12" 11

W TV

1S" B

W TV

19" B d Wry

$299
$549

19" BA W TV

A Tribute To Elvis
GOODYEAR R
MOLVING

with
Artie Mentz & The American Dream

Enjoy your •
CREDIT POWER

Friday & Saturday
Aug. 4th & 5th at 8 P.M.

at Goodyear

OTY

at the

•.--..••••-•••••••

GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT
PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than ayallable
on our ReyolyIng Statement
• Monthly Statement
• Low Monthly Payments

It must be right
or we make it right
We deliver what we sell cg„-••
Approved
factory service
Free parking

CHECK THESE OTHER EXTRA-GOOD VALUES, TOO

With Jack Bastian & The Sound
of The Tijuana Brass

Murray Calloway County
-4ayeee

Flexible Pay Schedule
•Monthly Statement
•Customer ldentiftcation
CAR CARD for convenience
at any Goodyear Store
countryw,cle

2
.1111...ampan.

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

25" Color Console TV
Remote Control

$936

25" Color Console TV

'788
$659

251' Color Console TV
25" Color Sgoagje

OTT

DESCRIPTION

1

13" Color Portable TV

1

13" Color Portable TV

"'CI I

17" Color Portable TV
1 .
17::Color .
Port_ able TV

328
$349
$369
'394

3 miles svuth — Hwy. 121 No.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

Ticket;
$4 nth:MCC

$
5

at the door

Tickets available at Bank of Murray & Peoples Bank in
Murray.
Also available at Ward-Elkins and Music Center in Mayfield
‘alleileelmeanneemeneellMIIII

Store Norms: 1:30 A.M. esti 4:00 P.M. DeSt - Oren Friday mil COO p

Mgr. Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
721S. 120 St.
Murray, Ky.
733-095

Mgr. T. Younkin
315W.Broadway
'Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Mc. E. Wit?,
600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5484

Mgr. 1. G. Glossco
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
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Rains Help, But
Crops Need More

UK Scientists Help Infertile
Marrieds; Not With Test Tubes
in the near future
Wilson said the process
that led to the birth of
Louise Brown, the "test tqbe
baby," in England last week
was a breakthrough. But he
said it is still untested and
is probably impractical for
most UK clinic patients.
-The whole thing may be
somewhat premature. like
heart transplants," he said.
"A few years ago, the
newspapers were full of
them. At first glance, they
Were very successful, but

. -LEXINGTON, Ky.. (API —
Tile University of Kentucky
and
Clinic
Fertility
docrine Unit provides
p for married couples
_ o are unable to have
ldren. But solutions don't
,.lude test-tube fertilization.
Emery Wilson. who
UK clinic, said "in
the
bead
titro" fertilization — a Latin
term meaning fertilization
qnder glass — has never
been studied at UK, and that
unlikely that the
it.'s
ocedure will be used there,

g
k

OUT
THEY GO!

they've been discontinued.
They're not practical Ind no
one does them any more."
Wilson said the Brown
baby was apparently normal
at birth, but that any
neuro1ogical or intelligence
problems would not show uN
for five or six years.

to
solution
infertility,
because the women have
or
damaged
blocked
fallopian tubes. For these
women in vitro fertilization
offers hope.
Wilson said it would be
foolish for UK researchers
to begin studying the
process now since the
British have been developing
it for several years, and he
said it would be several
years before UK -officials
consider using the process at
the clinic.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --Rains during the past week
were beneficial, but the
Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service says
many of the state's crops
still need more.
The amount of rain ranged
from a trace in parts of
southcentral Kentucky to
almost four inches in the
Frankfort area. Because of
the rain, soil moisture was
reported as 62 percent
adequate and 4 percent
'surplus, but remained 34
percent short.
The reporting service said
in a release Tuesday that
most , par.ts ief western
Kentdcky still need rain to
relieve stress conditions
damaging corn and soybean
crops. But even with more
rain, corn yields there will
be reduced because • of the
continued lack of moisture

Wilson said more and
more couples are seeking
the services of the fertility
clinic because of ,the
of
number
decreasing
for
available
children
adoption.
Solutions offered to in"We'll wait for their
fertile couples at the UK
include counseling, Published results and look at
linie
fertility drug's and artificial any detrimental effects the
procedure might have, then
insemination.
we'll make a decision,'
The latter is a process in Wilson said. "It will take
is
semen
which
them a little while."
mechanically introduced into
a woman's uterus.
Two types of artificial
insemination are performed
clinic:
UKthe
at
heterolhomologous and
ogous. In the first, the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
semen used is that of the
woman's husband, and it is Lexington-Fayette County
used only where physical Mayor James Amato named
problems make insemination eight persons Tuesday to a
to
make
through intercouse im- committee
recommendations for a
possible.
Fayette County juvenile
In the latter process,
detention home policy.an
from
comes
semen
Named to the new task
anonymous donor. Wilson
were Nancy Rawlings,
force
where
only
done
said it is
; Ernesto Scorsone,
chairman
there is a problem with a
for the plaintiffs;
attorney
man's fertility.
comBarbara %Curry,
- He said the UK clinic missioner of social services;
15 Porter G. Peeples, director
to
10
performs
heterologous inseminations a of the Fayette County ,Urban
month.
League; Suzanne Jett Pena,
For many couples, ar- Juvenile Court; L. Bert
tificial insemination is no Hawkins, commissioner of

over the past weeks.
The development of the
corn crop was behind that of
a normal growing season
inse 7ts, including
and
grasshoppet 1, beetles and
corn borers, were causing
reporting
damage, the
service said.
Soybeans were in about
the same condition as the
corn. In western Kentucky,
the state's heaviest soybeanproducing_ area, conditions
were reported as fair to
poor. And some lateplanted
beans were spotty because
the dry conditions hindered
germination, the reporting
service said.
faring
was
Tobacco
somewhat better, though its
development also was behind
schedule.
The condition of the state's
major cash crop was
reported as mostly good to
fair. Only 13 percent of the
burley crop had reached
bloom stage, compaied with
60 percent last year and the
five-year average of 34
percent. The development of
public safety; Noel White, a dark tobacco also was
minister; and Libby Mat- behind the normal schedule.
Two percent of the burley
tingly, Social Services
crop had been topped, the
Advisory Board.
Amato named the corn- reporting service said,
mittee in response to an compared with 29 percent
order last June by Fayett1e4klast year and the five-year
Circuit Judge N. Mitchellliverage of 14 percent.
Hay and pasture conMeade, requiring a full
juvenile clitions were reported as
a
on
report
to
fair
good
detention home policy by mostly
statewide, the service said.
Oct. 1.
Juveniles will remain The range was from mostly
housed in the county jail for poor to fair in western
the time being, but on a Kentucky to mostly good to
separate floor from adult excellent in eastern Kentucky.
offenders.

sa

All Spring
$9 and Summer Shoes
All SALES FINAL
Sale Starts Thursday, Avg, 3

NANCY'S HOUSE OF SHOES
101 WEST WASHINGTON
PARIS,TENN.

-M[0E101
LUCY'Sis.s
1ST
)
CITY. TENN

salvors

204S I 4TH
HUMBOLT TENN

*Men's Dept.*
Short Sleeve
3 Pc.Suits
$100

Shirts

vii.,
b;$6988

par$48 8 each

$7

Nes's

il

Jeans
Samsonite
1/2 Price
Luggage
*Ladies Dept.*
Jeans
Dresses

1/2 -Price

SQ00 pair
L

Sportswearil

Price

Downtown
Murray

Sidewalk Sale Specials!
2 Days Only!

]1W-

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

11

'
Friday & Saturday

Eayette Mayor Names
Group To DearWith Home

6OM$711E
$

P4

i bC="="4=4br-14
r

Friday & Saturday

11 H.P.4

Tractor

ACE

STORES

*Electric Start *38" Cut

NARDWARE
QUANT(TY RIGHTS RESERVED SALE ENDS AUGUST 7

95
99
$7
a
E
II
2 Days Only

CIGAR TYPE

SCHOOL
BOX 35c

ta..14511.

Retail $968.00

-14 H.P.
John Deere

3 SUBJECT

THEME
13001C
SCHOOL BAG

THE HOMESTEADER'

ORABRITE

3 oz
WIN LEMON JUICE

BEGLEY'S
SUSAN LEIGH
BALSAM
CONDITIONING
SHAMPOO

POLLEN&OUST
MASK

9995
$
1
al

GET%

CALADRYL
LOTION

LIQUID

0041"4
1-1ornel1te
One Group Used

GETS IT
CORN

COLGATE
INSTANT
SHAVE
11 0/
GUI AP
OR
ME NTHOI

63

All. PIPES

25% OFF 25% OFF

ALL

20C

Speci

& MINTS 2/29C

44/410

os

PACKAGE OF 7

List $289.00

RnrnAr

&platy $ often you
ICAS nastount on
yOut Ptisscnploon
pocOS
wilt be 65 Or
,
YOu'
ottle,and NI out
an WPItcalron

REACH
TOOTHBRUSH

By Atlanta

Wood

SENIOR CITIZENS

BOTTLE
OF 100

99% E F FE CT IVE
AGAINST
RAGWEED
POLLEN

•

2Days Only!

3.99

NI ICA0PORI

POLLEN & DUST
MASK

2 Day Special$211

16"
HEAVY GAUGE
VINYL
GYM BAG

COOLER

380

Retail $2,530

_730

BUFFERIN
TABLETS

FAMILY PRODUCT
32 QT.

Tractor

JOI•104 DEERE

129 ct

BRIEF
FOLIO
WITH
PRONGS
AND
POCKETS

Model 214
Model 47 Mower

Chain
Saws
$1250

Chain
Saw
Iliftnee7
Headquarters O6'eirivasi7,
Largest Selection In
The Area. On The Spot
Bank Financing

Parts Available

Saws
$6900.90900.

All Types Accessories

rree, Murray Lawn
--ttorden Center
"-nat. Main -Murray, Ky.,-153-3361
The Lawn I Garden Business Is NOT A Sideline With Us!
Bank Rate Financing

•Tetrvice
Aliftet,
The
Saie
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THEfAUITIGT ARE YOUR./
During Sidewalk Days
LOW OVERHEAD
NUNS LOWER PRICES

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

PRODUGE

Sealtest

Buttermilk

the AailedtI?a/4iitAm
Fresh Crisp

Lettuce

8 Pack
16 OL
With Bottles
Or Deposit

With 610.00 Order
Or More
Limit 1 Please
Save 46'

Largo Hood 3For

*ssouri

59
79

Cantaloupes

Save Sr

Red Cardinal

ofg.

Grapes

lb'

Jiff

Peanut
Butter

Martha White
Cotton Pickin

wntown
urray

Corn Bread
Mix

Ivory
Liquid For Dishes

28 oz

22 oz.
Save 24`

Save 20c

Sunflour

Koehler
Townhouse

3,..$1 00

1 Lb Box

Save 16'

Frosty Acres

Meal

Crackers
Bath
Size
Save 11'

7
Green Peas

5 Lb. Bag

Frosty Acres Sliced

Strawberries

79c
Save 30'

Okra

Fabric
Softener

Laundry
Detergent

With Our
Coupon Below

100!

Frosty Acres Cut

NuSoft

Cheer

20 oz. bag

ilydo Park

69c
49c
69c

Fleishmann's

Bathroom
Tissue

$f59,, Gal.

4 Roll Pkg.
Gold'll Krisp

14

ower

Potato
Chips
59c
Folger
Coffee
149
Twim Bag

Folger's Flaked

Coffee
$229

Field Sliced

Picnics
119

Bologna
pk

Sara 40

$1.9
Center Cut
$1.69 lb.

Field Worthmore
Sliced

13 Oz.

Sava 68'

p-

Juice

COUPON

Fresh Lean

Bugles

backs
With This Coupon

'

With This Coupon
Exptresta-0-711
Good Only At Parkers

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Park(
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Downtown Shopping Center

lletheesday, Repast 2, MS
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* FREE DELIVERY

* EASY TERMS

'Deo&-Abby,

•

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

‘k‘i
trojVVO

Hugs Secretary,
Steams His Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
c ;trilby ch.capo Town* MT 'Mere Syne) MC

as
DEAR ABBY: Why can't women be as broad-minded a
doing
men? We've been married 15 years, and my wife is
a
super job with our home and children, but she's letting
ce
differen
a
make
witness
to
d
small incident she happene
in our lives.
Now, you're a business woman, Abby, and you know
with
how hard it is to keep a good Secretary. Mine has been on
me for five years and she does a great job. She's always
time, she's efficient, and the price is right.
Well, last week my wife dropped hi at the office, and sht
happened to see me hug my secretary. I've made friendly
her,
gestures like this for some time to show I appreciate
hard
a
me
giving
she's
and
,
steamed
is
wife
my
now
but
time.
Abby. will you please say something in your column
about how hard it is to find a good secretary?
JULIUS
I
DEAR JIJLIUS: A good plumber is also hard to and!
has
him,
call
you
when
tely
immedia
comes
who
mem one
md the parts he needs with him and does the job at a price
find
thot's right. How weak yes like to come home andhim?
hugging
by
tion"
apprecia
her
g
-simewie
wife
your
try
-The next time yes want to show your "appreciation,"
mosey.
DEAR ABBY: You told a reader that you took Catholic
ism —"to learn,

instruction to better understand Catholic
y
not turn." What a beautiful idea!I'm Catholic and regularl
read publications of other religions.
Our small parish in Lockport. N.Y.. has conducted a
weekly series where ministers and pastors are invited tos
tell us about their beliefs% and show us their churche
tunfortunately. there is no synagogue nearby).
I hope your example prompts Other's- amolig Your'
millions of readers to become more curious and understanding, and less prejudiced and blindly accusative.
A.M.,JR.
DEAR A.M.: So do I. Prejudice is based on ignorance. I
can't stress strongly enough the importance of learning
about religiocos that differ from our own. Where there tit
knowledge and compasaiou there cannot be hate or
prejudice.
DEAR ABBY: In a column, you used the phrase,!Youcan insure this feeling by..."
The word is ensure, unless one can insure feelings u
Betty Grable's legs were insured.
Ensure means to make sure, to make more probable.
fissure means to provide for indemnity or reimbursement
is the event that something happens. And, for goodn
measure, assure means to promise. Example:.. The salesma
mew. his family's
0111•14011141 kiln that inteursitg his life would
finenrial security.
Words are our professional tools, and we do well to keep
them sharp.'
WILLIAM H. HEWITT:WHITTIER,CALIF.

DEAR MR.stEwrrrilly Webster's New Incereadisit
dmme

(Second Ildition: unabridged) shows
is a synonym for "ensure—and vice versa —
ill"
'
r
y Grabie's legs notwithstanding).

CONFIDENTAL TO HEARTBROKEN AUNT IN
ANOKA: Don't be so quick to judge. Sometimes it takes
more love to give away • child than to keep it.
yen wish you had more Meads? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's mew booklet: "Hew Ti Be Popular:
Yoe're Never Ti. Young er Toe Old." Send $I with a law,
mil-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Chicken Plank%
an all whitemeat
landlubber'streat.
Enjoy a Chicken Planks. Dinner. Four
boneless strips of whitemeat chicken cooked
in our secret batter. Served with crispy fryes.
A landlubber's delight

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9
•
SALE STARTS THURS. AT 9:00 A.M.
mmed
We are expanding our display floor to initide one qf our warehouses which is now cradeli
full of merchandise. We must empty this building by Sept. 1 in order to start the remo ng.
There are many one of a kind and discontinued items, some slightly damaged. Save 50 to 70%.
This is only a partial list.(Sorry, no layaways.)
MSC.
REG.
1-Cherty console, 2 aoor fruit.
wood

259"

SALE

12
/

I - Fairfield gold crushed
velvet button-back

1 -Curio cabinet, mirrored
back, gold with white striping

2 -

Values to 194 00

bock swivel rockers,
yellow velvet, each

1 Oak ball tree, one drawer,
349"
platy skives, mirror
Oak hutch English design,
glass upper doors

249"

1/
/2

Marimont lounge chair,
brown tone stripe

299"

/2

SOFA AND
LOVESEATS

489"

I - Marimont loose pillow
bock, olive blue & red stripe

299"

569's

2 - Fairfield lounge choirs,
brown plaid Herculon,
_ each

2. Round

740°)

I Pine curio, lighted glass
shelves, gold spatter finish
1-4 pc. oak table group, ec- togonal cocktail, drop-leaf
end, 2 two-door ends

1 - Marimont loose pillow bock
gold stripe velvet

830°'

2-Coffee squares, glass top,
gold & brass bases each

I - Fairfield toll back, olive
crushed velvet

••:

REG.

SALE

1
Genuine leather antique
green three cushion roll arm
sofa

1199"

I - Kroehler tuxedo striped
nylon copper, blue and earth
tones

799"

I - Marimont loose pillow
back, beige shadings in texture fabric

699"

12
/

1 - Carson contemporary style
green Si beige flame stitch
fabric

699"

12
/

1 - Marimont iow--,eat, imported green, blue and rust
floral tapestry

499"

12
/

- Marimont traditional,
beige, brown, and blue abstract cotton print

699"

%

1 - Marimont straight arm
mufti-pillow, coral, copper,
brown & green cotton print

699"

1 - Kroehler modern brown,
coral and beige plaid

599"

12
/

brown & red plaid loose pillows

399"

12
/

- Marimont tuxedo nylon
floral tapestry, off-white,
olive and orange

699"

12
/

American maple trim gold and
oranges tweed basket weave
Herculon

799"

12
/

1 - Kroehler Loveseat, wing
back, avocado, gold & orange
tweed

399"

12
/

999"

1 - 2-pc. suite, wing back,
beige & brown floral fabric

799"

12
/

199"

1 - Marimont single cushion
velvet with four arm pillows,
light blue

699"

12
/

velvet in beige, green &
orange floral

499"

12
/

Marimont Loveseats, cotton bird-print in brown, copper
IL green, each

499"

12
/

249"
189"

229"

I • Thomasville china, lighted
cane carved, antique white

Large Selection

1 • Hinkle-Harris solid mghy.
Queen Ann lowboy

*Pictures
•Lomps
*Accessories

1 - Party table set, oak wood
hi-lo table 4 brown vinyl chairs 1040"
2 - English oak twin-size head
boards ea.
I • Curio lighted glass shelves,
white with yellow trim

1/2

shelves, two glass doors in
top, lighted

Price

299"

BEDROOM

1 - Oak dosed waft- unit, glass

1-3 pc. William oak poster
bed, reg, or geese, dresser
with hutch mirror, chest on
chest
1 - 4 pc. Dixie French Provincial cherry, triple dresser with
mirror, headboard, chest and
nite stand

m
ingularRoo
DinRectang
Table
Lighted Hutch
4 Side Chairs
2 Arm Chairs

wi $9999
SLEEPERS

599s

1040"

1-3 pc pine, cannon bail bed,
dresser with hutch mirror,
chest on chest

119r

1/2

1030%

1 - Jamison Queen size beige &
brown quilted print

409111.

1 • Jamison Queen Size, brown,
mushroom, S. beige plaid

599"

599"
799"

149"
199"

DINING ROOM

12
/

83000
aserife inset
_ piste, spindle and panel
599"

mirror, and chest

399"

N.

18 Kroehler
Wall Away

ers
lin
Rec
fabrics
sad
d
assorte
colon

1.111•••••
....grow-•-..- ,Pay...-••••••,

All Items Subject
To Prior Sale

Your Choice

1 - 2 pc. suite, Kroehler Early

2 -

1 -Nostalgic oak grouping,
queen headboard, shaker
chest en chest, nite stand with

dresser with hutch

399's

799"

1 - Lawson style, quilted nylon

1-4 pc. American of Martinsville oak, king headboard,
door chest, triple dresser with 135000
2"mirrors and nits stand

399's

1 - Jamison queen size beige &
eertft tone Herculon plaid

1295°

1-4 pc. pecan all wood headboard, triple dresser with
mirror, door chest and drawer
nit, stand

399"

549°'

1.tigulsr size wing Wick
Early American print,
blue, green & red

SALE

44r

beige and green floral

1 - Wood Frame Loveseat,

1 - 3 pc. oak headboard, 6
drawer chest, triple dresser
1099"
with twin mirrors
144c. oak Victorian headboard with boxes, door chest,
triple dresser with twin oval
1499's
mirrors, fruit carved pulls

Reg. $23$0.00

REG.

SALE

REG.

499"

8 Piece Cane
It Wicker-Weave

9

$9995

Your Choice

1 - Junnleen queen size, quilted

SO

12
/

Marimont Floor
Samples

2
1/

I - Jamison Queen size
straight line, loose-pillow
back, brown plaid Herculon

711 South 12th St.

299"

299"

449"

1 - Regular size, Early
American olive plaid Herculon

SEAFOOD SHOP

SALE

Marimont Queen Ann
wings, cherry red corduory,
each

I - Jamison queen size wing
back, printed velvet nylon,
rust & brown floral

GLonggehnSilPESver
•

By Fairfield

REG.
I - Marimont Queen Ann wing,
gold velvet

1-Oak wash stand, one drawer, 169 i
marble top

4 pc. set tables, I octagonal, 2
ends, I oval cocktail, cherry
wood in French Provincial

12 Occasional Chairs

CHAIRS

$12995
Rog. $199.115

REG.
1 - Bassett solid oak Shaker
design table, upholstered back
chairs, glass door lighted china 1649'

1 - 8 pc. Italian oval table,
china and six chairs

899's

I - Tell City maple large china,
6 arrow back chairs, large
pedestal table (slightly scrat1460'
ched)
I - Pilgrim Pine round table 6
Windsor chairs

1010"

1 s pc. Ant. Pine round
pedestal table (slightly
damaged)4 captains chairs

61(1°°

L.•.i...
,.•.
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HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY

ome items not exact' as •ictured

Professional equipment for eosy home monitoring of Woad pressore.
Complete instruction included, easy to use
No.104 Self Takiwg
110 Economy Home Kit

Detail* on fiat

Westclox
Big Ben
Keywound Alarm Clock
For relief of sinus headache and
congestion, 30 Tablets

Easy to read dial, sweep alarm indicator, adjustable alarm, soft or loud, single key winds time and alarm. Plain dial.
No. 10039 White
No, 10037 Black

Helps relieve and prevent diaper resk, boat
rash. chafing. lies.

$11 59
Sole

Girlswear
One Rack
of

California Cobblers

Ladies

Reg $16.99

Slacks

Save 50% Now

lOrDorkestiF
B Rumble Seat
Reg.
$12.99

Chambray Shirts
$649

Styles & Colors
Reg.$599
Sizes S-M-L-XL

Onl)
Sizes S-4-L-XL

Sizes 12%-3,3v2-6
Ladies

Pullover
Shirts $488
Large Selection of

Sale Price

Reg.$9.99 Sale

Shorts
and _
Tops

Casual Styles
In Patterns
Solids _
Sizes
8-18

Shorts

Reduced

25%
Sale Price
Beg.ns at
$

likai

BY
Sizes ).
Morton's Point
5/6 to 18
Reg.$6.99 to $8.99
00
Now Only $
5

29

Aluminum
Gutters,&
Accessories
*Easy Clean Porcelain Ware
07 Gt. Jar Rack
'Mini-Canner Too

Soaker Hose

Air Sprayer
Plastic & Metal
Gal. & 3 Gal. Capacity

Only 17 days until Squirrel Season, check our low, low prices
on shotguns and rifles. A large selection to choose from, also
check our low prices on shotgun and rifle shells. We've got
Uncle Jeff Is Back!
'em all. 410 go. to 10 go.
Now that Uncle Jeff is back in
the Sporting Goods Business, you
will find that we have the lowest
prices in the area.
Come on in and browse
round. We invite you to compare our prices.
We have received a few.more
Super 60 Humminbird Fish
Locator and Depth Finders that
we can sell fo7
Dealers Please
$1

Hunting Clothes
•-• I \

Light Weight. Great
For Dove & Squirrel
Bunters...Good
For Bow Hunters Too

1950

Grass
Trimmer
Close Out Special

$

Replacement Spool
2.67 each
11.11.10.11.11WW1a11.11.11.11111AWNIWWWW61%%1W11-111101111%.11W11.111.10.11W:
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Deaths and Funerals
Joel A. Crawford,
Retired Mailman,
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Dailey, Sr.,
Dies Tuesday With
Funeral Thursday

Mrs. William Paul Dailey,
Sr. (Frances!, age 71, of
Hazel, died Tuesday at
twelve noon, in the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Term.; following an
extended illness.. She was
born in Calloway County and
was a member of the Hazel
Baptist Church.
She was active in community and church affairs
having served as Sunday
School teacher in the Hazel
Baptist Church and other
area churches. She has held
various offices in the local
Blood River Association and
the RegionalW. M. U.
The daughter of William
Gilbert Blakely and Opal
Keys Blakely, she is 'survived by her husband, Bro.
William Paul Dailey, Sr..
one daughter, Mrs. Calvin
(Gwyn) Key of Hazel: one
son,, Paul Dailey, Jr., of
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Ralph (Ruby) Wilcox of
Murray; one brother, Ralph
Blakely of Puryear, Term.
Her grandchildren ace
Stan and Dan Key, Deena,
Paul III, and John Dailey.
One great grandchild, Ryan
Key, also survives.
Due to the construction of
the Hazel Baptist Church.
the service will be at the
Church,
Baptist
First
Murray, Thursday, at 6:00
p.m., with Dr. W F.
James
Bro.
Paschall,
%..r....Ga•riand, __and-- -Dr'. -Bill-Whittaker officiating. Burial
will be in the Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call after two
p.m. Wednesday, at the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel.

BOW HUNTERS
Ridge
Jenny
The
Bowhunters ,Association will
meet Thursday. Aug. 3, at
seven p.m. at the club
house, accordisg to Mike
Wilson, president.

America's Home Gardeners Produce
$14-Billion, Fruits, Vegetables

MCC Members
To Vote On
New Addition

A special meeting of the
membership of the Murray
• Joel A. Crawford, retired Country Club will be held at 7
mad carrier of Lynn Grove, p.m. Thursday for the purpose
died Tuesday at 1:55 p.m. at of considering a recomthe Murray-Calloway County mendation from the board of
Hospital. He was 84 years of directors concerning an adage.
present
dition to the
The . Lynn Grove man clubhouse.
retired in 1960 after serving
A specially-appointed
as mail carrier out of the planning committee, comLynn Grove Postaffice for posed of Richard Knight, Pete
thirty-two years. He was a Hulse, Betty Lowry, A. W.
member of the Lynn Grove -Simmons, Jr., Walter Jones,
" Joe
United Methodist Church.
Rexroat, Tommy Sanders
Born July 25, 1894, he was and Club President E. H.
the son of the late Charles Red) Howe, Jr., have
Nelson Crawford and Jermie unanimously approved the
Wade Crawford.
recommendation, which calls
Survivors include his wife, for .-a 1,320-square-foot adMrs. Lottie Young Crawford, dition on the northwest corner
Lynn Grove; two daughters, of the clubhouse.
Mrs. Bob (Annette) Wycoff.
"It is the thinking of the
Sunnyvale, Calif., and Ms. board and the special planning
Crawford, committee to construct an
Josephine
Hillsboro, Calif.; two sons, addition which can be utilized
Donald Crawford and Glenn by all members and their
Crawford, Lynn Grove; one families," Howe said.
brother, T. Wade Crawford.
Murray; five grandchildren:
one great grandchild.
Ruling Star Lodge To
The funeral will be held
,Thursday at three p.m. at Hold Meet Saturday
the chapel of the Max
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Churchill Funeral Home
and Accepted Masons
,Free
with the Rev. John Archer
Saturday, Aug. 5,
meet
will
and the Rev. Julian Warren
at the lodge
p.m.
7:30
at
officiating. Burial will follow
hatt
in the Goshen Cemetery.
Jae Jones, master of the
Friends may call at the
said work will be in
lodge,
funeral home after six p.m.
Mason degree
Master
the
tonight' Wednesday).
and it is important that all
members attend. Visitors
are welcome, Jones said.
Prices of dock ot loeg1 inniaa at

WASHINGTON CAPr'tAmerica's 32- million home
gardeners, faced with rising
supermarket prices, harvested $14 billion worth of
fruits and vegetables lat
year — 8 percent of what
on
spent
consumers
domestically grown food.
One of several indieators
that the home gardening
craze which began in 1973 is

providing stiff competition
for the food industry is a
recent survey by the Gallup
Organization Inc. showing
that the value of homegrown
food is up from $10 billion in
1976.
The privately financed
survey based the homegrown
food value on average
supermarket prices for fruits

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
who has been assistant
commissioner for the past
31,2 years, replaces Arnold
Mitchell, who retired.
Don McCormick, a longtime assistant to Gov. Julian
Carroll, was named "deputy
commissioner to • succeed
Kays.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP
— The state has awarded a
$4,488,000 contract to Ivey's
Plumbing & Electrical Co. of
for.
Miss.,
Kosciusko,
renovations at the main
building of the Western State
Hespital at Hopkinsville.
The firm will make
mechanical and electrical
renqyations to bring the
building into compliance
with the Life Safety Code.
The work will include new
partitions, smoke doors, fire
stopping, heating, ventilating, air conditioning and
electrical systems.
The project is to be
completed in two years.
has also
The state
_awarded a $557,993 contract
to 'Midwestern Inc. of_
Miamisburg, Ohio, to build a
swimming pool at Carter
Caves State Park.
The pool and an 18,900square foot bath house will
be completed by next May.
Other contacts awarded
._
noon. EDT. today. lutEltUe
include a•$69,260 •coiitrict to
Ledger & Times by First
Swift Roofing Co. of Murray
Corp ci Mwray,we as tolland:
for repairs at the Livermore
+100
Industrial Average
National Guard Armory and
wk. -...
.
Air Products
$95,652 contract to E.L.
a
,544I -4
American Motors
Federal State Market News Service
314 -4 August 2. 1978
Noe & Sons Inc. of Louisville
Ashland 00
04 +4 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
American Telephone
for modifications at the
as% +s. Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Ford motor
of 'lLouisville
1114B 111%A Receipts Act 335 Fst. 500 Barrows & University
General Care
62% 4% Gilts mostly steady inst 5 higher Sows radiation center.
General Motors
274 -4-24i
General TIre

Hog Market

mostly steady
22 unc
1-22110-21111bs. If7.0047.25 tea 47.50
154 +4 US
146 50-47 00
US 1-331110•011lbs.
201% +% US 24•I1,3110Ibs
845 50-46 50
XL% -13is •USS4961411elbs. ...... •
144 50-45 50
564 +1 Sews
304 +14 US 14270451111ha.
KB 00-3900
314 +% US 1-3 man lbs. *
Kt7 00-33 00
244 +4 US 14424-900 na.
s3e 00-39.00
8% +% VS1-3 500-65016s... 139.111041.50 few 41.00
25 +% L'S 2-3380-50011*..135.1026.011
244
Boars 52700-3200
354B 354A

used more exvegetable acreage
—Fresh
ly.is'
tensively."
consumption, which had
Kaitz said that three
been declining before the
of surveys by the
years
boom in backyard plots,
have found an
department
picked up in 1974, 1975 and
4 percent
about
of
increase
1976. The figures were down
year in the number of
a
last year, however.
home gardens since 1973.
—Consumption of fresh
The department estimates
fruit, 90 pounds per person
for every hour someone
that
in 1960 before beginning a
in a home garden,
spends
decline, also experienced a
a net return of $3 to
there's
comeback. Clinsumption
went from 74 pounds to 82.1 $5.
Home gardeners are bound
pounds between 1973 and
receive additional ento
1977.
couragement from food
Ms. Kaz also cited
that are expected to
figures showing that some 6 prices
10 percent by
increase
million acres were devoted
end over 1977 prices.
year's
to home gardens last year.
Prices of fruits and
That's "about the same
have been rising
vegetables
used for growing the printhan those of any
faster
cipal cotrunercial fruits and
other food group — at an
vegetables" by fulltime
annual rate through May_ oti_ farmers, she wrote. But she
percent.
noted "the commercial 36.7

Lawyer Does(Hur)culean Effort
In Advertising His Legal Clinic

Stock Market

Goodrich
Harden
He ubleut
IBM '
McDtinadd
Pennwalt'
Pepsico
Quaker Oats
,
Tappan
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendys

and vegetables and an
average garden size of 770
square feet.
Other indications of the
competition were provided
by the Agriculture Department's Evelyn Kaitz in a
the
of
issue
current
department's Food Situation
Report. She wrote:
—Available information
indicates 11 percent of the
and
fruits
processed
vegetables consumed by
Americans last year came
from home gardens.
—Consumption of fresh,
frozen
and
canned
vegetables grown by farmers dropped from 157.7
pounds in 1973 to 155.8
pounds last year, a decline
of 1.2 percent. Potatoes and
sweet potatoes were not
included.

• FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Carl Kays was sworn in
Tuesday as the new commissioner of the Department
Wildlife
and
Fish
of
Resources.
Kays, a career biologist

MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Ken Hur is a mountain of a
man, 300 pounds in awningsized denims and a white Tshirt emblazoned with the
message "Need a Lawyer?
Call The Legal Clinic."
Hur brags that he is "the
advertisin'est lawyer in the
country."
Since the 1976 U.S.
Supreme Court ruling that
allowed- lawyers to advertise, Hur has been
beating his own drum in
newspaper, television, radio,
billboard and even airplane
ads.
"I was the first lawyer in
the country to do my own
commercial,"
television
54-year-old
boasts • the
lawyer.
The Supreme Court ruling
First
two
reinforced
Amendment rights, Hur
says: the free speech right
of an attorney to advertise
and the public's right to

know.
other
from
'gracefully surfaces in a pool criticism
"There's an insatiable of
with lawyers, although some
water, laden
the
among
appetite
and privately condemn the ads
rings
necklaces,
American people to learn bracelets.
as unprofessional. Hur
about lawyers," Hur says.
In his version, Hur rises claims he has received
"They have not had access out of the water snorting hundreds of compliments
to the legal system. Who's
and puffing like a Moby from the public.
better to show them the way Dick in scuba gear.
than a guy like me who has
"Talk to a lawyer for
a big mouth, is overweight, $10," he bellows to the
isn't very smart and loves camera.
his wife?"
muck The Praise 'Barit--stilr-too
"There's
Hur has tried big things
celluloidcollar dignity among present a concert at the
like renting a plane to carry lawyers," Hur says. "That's
a "Call Ken Hur" banner what's been wrong with the Maranatha Christian Center,
North 12th and Olive Streets,
over 77,000 football fans. profession for 100 years."
Murray, on Thursday, Aug.
things
little
tried
And he has
Hur — who wears a neck
like painting "Sideswiped? brace for a pinched nerve he 3, at 7:30 p.m.
This concert of conCall Ken Hur" on bashed-in says is unrelated to auto
temporary Christian music
cars.
accidents or lawsuits —
His daughter-in-law wears insists that none of .his ads is free and open to the
a neck brace as she cruises goes beyond the Wisconsin public. The group has
around town in a truck Supreme Court guidelines traveled in Europe and the
bearing the "Sideswiped?" permitting all lawyer ad- Middle East as well as
Canada and throughout the
message.
vertising unless deceitful, United States.
In his most recent effort,
fradulent or mis repFor information call 753Hur parodies a local jewelry resentative.
6666, a center spokesman
store commercial in which a
There has been no formal said.
seemingly unclad woman

Praise Band Will
Present Concert

Wiggins Furniture
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Big Wall To Wall Sale
Begins Thursday, August 3 at 8:30
REDUCED!!

1,43
ocs.

Lamps
21
/

For This Sale Only

Bedroom
Suits

Sofas-Chairs
Loveseats •

Priced to Sell

Over 185 To
Choose From

Some/
2 Price
1

All Reduced!

Box Springs & Mattresses
TWIN

Sala
Price

23995

Price

16 Patterns To Choose From

Berkline
Recliners
e' All A;.„
Reduced
To Sell

Table & 6 Chairs

One Group
of

Armstrong Vinyl
Cushion Floor-Covering

Buy Now
FULL
Save Your Back iniYour

QUEEN

CASH!!

Large Group of

Big Seleetion of

Hide-A-Beds

ttes
Dine
4 or 6 Chairs

Twin-Full & Queen
Make Your Selection
Now and SAVE!

KING

Glass or
Formica Tops

Be sure to visit our room accessories: Curios-Hall Trees - Bookcases - Gun
Cabinets (6 to 10 Gun) - Clocks (Grandfather & Grandmother) - Desks (Student,
Roll Top & Office). - Bean Bags - And Brass Accessories!!

21
2 Miles North Of Murray
/
Hwy. 641 North — Phone 753-4566
Be First! Get The.Best Buys!!
Free Delivery Within The Purchase Area!!
Don'tforget.

.G
J. P. Nesbitt

i fts Accessorie
u r n i tu e &
W icker FFurnitur
Adjoining Wiins Furniture

•

•
+

tit
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Dr, 1. J. Hoehn: A First Class Journalist

By Betty Burklashaw
University.
"I have observed that we on
In one of his classes, he met
this planet just go this way the beautiful Mellie Scott, who
once, and I have found that it was a school teacher in Mccosts very little more to go Cracken County. They fell in
first class," observedDr. L. J. love and were married
Hortin. And first class-4as November 26, 1930.
been his only mode of travel
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, who
since he entered the field of was then President of Murray,
teaching at the age of made L. J. Hortin head of the
eighteen.
journalism department and
He was a teacher before he debate coach as well as a
was a reporter. His father was classroom teacher. Dr. Horton
the best teacher he ever had. organized and coached the
As a result of their father's first debate team at Murray in
influence, L. J. Hortin and his 1978. Once he sent two debate
five brothers entered the teams to a collegiate tourney
teaching profession. His only to debate the leading teams in
sister married a teacher, who the
southwest.
They
later became a dentist.
eliminated all teams and met
Throughout the years, Dr. themselves in the finals. The
Hortin has combined teaching judges would not allow them
and newspaper work. At to debate each other and gave
eighteen and nineteen, he each team a trophy. His intaught two years in one room volvement with Murray was
rural schools in Illinois before interrupted at the end of
entering McKendree College. nineteen years in 1947. BYthis
Here he became editor of the time, he had received his
school newspaper as well as Master's
from
degree
feature writer. It was during ,Murray.
this time his acquaintance ' He was employed by Ohio
with F. A. Behymer, famous University in Athens, Ohio, to
feature writer of the St. Louis be Professor and Director of
Post-Dispatch was made. This the School of Journalism. His
association led to L. J. Hor- service at Ohio Universit
tin's becoming a writer and spanned twenty years.
s
reporter for the Post- influence in the fi
df
Dispatch.
journalism was
t. He
After his graduation from developed the "0 Plan" for
McKendree College in 1927, a publicatio
workshop.
Dr. Hortin worked a while for Five hun
high schools
the Post-Dispatch and then sent 2009.. udent journalists to
-' went to Livingston, Illipois,as .
workshop Pach summer.
— _ a • principal— arid Siiperine was instrumental in
tendent. On the Post-Dispatch, /developing a public relations
he had the toughest beat i
program for Ohio hospitals.
gangster ridden East,t
He was managing secretary of
Louis. His assignmen dealt the Southeast Ohio Newspaper
mainly with crime.
Association for fifteen years.
For a man w loved life He served as one of the Hooper
and people, jVwas, not the Judges for judging 300 to 400
place to liv n the summer of newspapers in Ohio under the
1928, he me to Murray State auspices of the
Ohio
Univ ity to work in the Newspaper Association.
jou nalism department. A
The time and effort he has
(jingle twenty-four year old spent for others has not gone
man, he could have settled
unnoticed. In 1954, McKendree
anywhere. He fell in love with 'College presented him an
the beautiful architecture and honorary doctor's degree. In
clean campus of Murray State 1966, Columbia Scholastic

thie

it
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Urban Nomads

radio. pe is pleased to be a
repcirref- and believes if it is
possible, one should always
present his subject in the most
•
appropriate way. Dr. Hortin
believes in attacking wrong
doing and evil - but not the
man. He sticks to facts in
reporting. In an interview, he
wants the interviewee to feel
that it is a good picture that
has been presented. His motto
on reporting, -When in doubt,
don't."
Teaching has always been
an important part of his life.
To him, it is the greatest
profession in the world. His
face radiates happiness in the
classroom. It looks as if he is
having fun- when he is
DR.-L J. HORT1N,types a story at
working. His enthusiasm for
desk. Betty Burkinshaw of the Creative Writing
Class at Murray State Universit interviewed Dr. Hortin at his home and gives her
teaching comes across in the
classroom and makes lear"reflections on a first class jou alist."
ning exciting and fun for his
Press Association gave hi
1974, L. J. Hortin retired a Debators Association in students. The test for teaching
the Gold Key Award. He as second time - this time from Athens, Georgia. He has
is in the product. Dr. Hortin
the recipient of the Y rbook Murray. At this time, Dr. contributed and continues to
feels great pride and
Honor Award
m the Constantine Curris presented contribute
articles
to satisfaction in the success and
National
earbook him the university's highest numerous magazines. As
achievement for his students.
Association.
"0 University honor - an honorary doctor's correspondent for Associated
Many of them have
gave him
Honor Award in degree.
Press and United Press, he distinguished themselves in
1967.
he Distinguished
Dr. HortirT has never been .has written hundreds of ar-1, -the field of journalism. 3ohn
Serv e to Journalism Award content to sit and watch others ticles, news storiero, and
Mack Carter is editor of
s presented him by the Ohio do the work. He has spent his special features.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
ewspaper Association in the life being involved in civic
His life has been lived to the MAGAZINE. Gene Graham
same year
affairs.
As
eirecutive - fullest each --day. His mem-- and the late John Fetterman
Dr. L. J. Hortin's name is secretary for the Lower bership in numerous honor,
both won Pulitzer prizes for
included in Who's Who in, Tennessee Valley Authority, social, and civic organizations
reporting. These successes
America 1966-67, Personalities he spearheaded the drive for would keep the "average
have brought satisfaction to
of the South 1968, Who's Who Kentucky Darn. The thirteen person" occupied.
Dr. Hortin.
in the South and Southeast years spent on this project
••I'm the luckiest man in the
One of his greatest joys
1969, Who's Who in the Mid- assisted in bringing about a world,- the tall, slender, welltoday is being assocated with
west,
Who's
Who
in great
social-political dressed, distinguished The Jesse Stuart Ctgative
VIReirentgbindititr' achievementtiettle area. He intiftestl-'t
hie students in Writing Workshbp. Ig and
Educators of America in 1970. was very happy when Murray -- the articles class at the eighth
Mellie both look forward to the
After twenty years, Dr. became the first city in Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
- workshop each year.
Hortin retired from Ohio Kentucky to receive T.V.A. Workshop.
Few men can look back over
University and returned to power.
Why?
His
greatest the years and recall a more
Murray, Kentucky. ' His
As president of the Jackson satisfaction in life has been his distinguished record of serretirement was short-lived as Purchase Historical Society, marriage of forty-eight years.
vice than L. J. Hortin. His love
he returned immediately to he aided the sesquicentennial It was the making of the man.
of life and his dedication to
Murray State University as observance. He directed the He feels honored. when Jessee
teaching are revealed to every
Professor and Director of movement to print the history Stuart refers to Mellie and
class. His students - past,
Journalism. In 1968, he of Jackson Purchase, the first him as a "team." This is one
present, and future - will be
organized and instituted a ever to be recorded in 150 of Jesse's highest comforever indebted to his permajor program in journalism. years.
pliments to a couple.
sonal inspiration that they
at Murray State *Vniversity
Dr. Hortin has co-authored a
Hortin's biggest story was follow his example and travel
leading to the A. B. and textbook, MODERN JOUR- the re-discovery of Nathan B.
through life first class.
Master's degrees.
NALISM. He authored a .Sti
_21_-,iblefield as inventor of the
At the end of seven years in debate brief for the National
•

SAVE
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Being Forced
From Inner City
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Ernest Moore, slightly built
and creased with age, fears
he might have to join a new
displaced
of
army
Americans, "urban nomads"
being forced from inner-city
homes by affluent people
returning from .the suburbs.
"I cion't know what will
happen to us," Moore said.
People like Ernest Moore
have been vanishing from
the inner city, according to
a report Monday by the
National Urban Coalition.
They are being squeezed out
of city space by developers
who see a longing among
well-to-do suburbanites for
the city life they left behind.
"If you are an elderly,
poor, working-class renter or
homeowner who lives in
undergoing
area
an
rehabilitation or in a suddenly fashionable neighborhood, you are a prime
candidate for displacement,"
said M. Carl Holman,
president of the coalition.
Based on a two-year study
in 65 neighborhoods in 44
cities, the research and
educational group, supported
by business, civic and civil
rights leaders, recommended
rehousing
low-cost
loans, tax
habilitation
breaks and grants to help
families in affected neighborhoods fix up their own
homes.
Patricia Harris, secretary
of the Department of
Urban
and
Housing
Development, joined Holman
at a news conference to
announce that her department will give $125,000 to
the Urban Coalition to

counsel potential victims of
urban displacement.
It is one of 200 such grants
totaling more than $3 million
awarded to similar groups
this year.
"You have a problem,
that's a sticky wicket,"
conceded Bruce Lyons, a
real estate developer who
paid $120,000 for a:house on
Moore's
street
below
Embassy Row in northwest
Washington. Lyons had it
renovated.
Moore, 72, has 1370 a
month to live on.
Lyons;-- 35, said the
dilemma comes down to
this: "You have to deal with
one issue — constitutional
rights. If I own this building
and you rent an apartment,
are you there because I let
you or because you have a
right to be there? Maybe the
Supreme Court can decide
"Before we got here, it
wasn't safe to walk these
streets," he said. "I think
I'm doing fairly worthwhile
things. I'm not saying it's
without cost to someone.
But I think we're improving
the quality of this city."
Moore put it another way.
"There's not much crime
here now," he said. "It's
improved a lot. And there
are more children. I don't
know what kind of (other)
changes they'll make. They
may want to get all the
colored out of here."
"I'll
rent
a
house
somewhere," he said. "I do
the best I can. I've been
here 25 years. If I have to,
I'll go back to Richmond.
But I don't want to."
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Now in a long-lasting 7-oz.
super-size barioply Scifeguard,
gixes you this combination of
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smoother lather.
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Want to really
get your money's worth?
Invest in a Pennsylvania House Bedroom.
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OR EQUIVALENT AMOUNT
OFF 4 BATH (5.0 oz.)
OR 5 COMPLEXION (3.5 oz.)

At *20% oft suggested retail prices, there'll never be abetter opportunity to invest in the new master bedrcom
you've promised yourself. Particularly when it's -Sliperb
solid cherry and selected veneers, polished to a deep,
warm patina and crafted with great attention to classic
detailing. And, the fine craftsmanship and enduring
designs of Pennsylvania House will rernp.!fl beautiful and
in style for years and years. All the expensive
touches—and
your choice of Collectors or Candlelight finish. See us
today and save 20% on yoyr investment.

tatlie.• o.

Igreizn..........
.012117
.

i

MM. ,110•111. • WM

20% OFF ON ALL
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
FURNITURE—
Includes. Dining ,Room. Upholstered
Tables and Chairs in Beautiful Oak
Cherry;Pine and Maple.

.
'Afirket 4/4 furniture
GERALDINE & TERRY SYKES, Mgrs. — MIKE SYKES, Salesman

•rah. I /10 0,

PROCTER & GAMBLE
6-78

TI

414 North Market St.

Paris, Tenn.

Phone 642-6996

•
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Wayne Todd To Retire After 20 Years With Sunday School Board
By Merles Willis
•-•.NASHVILLE — Wayne E.
Todd, secretary of the
Southern Baptist Sunday
School Board's church
library department, will
retire on August 31 after
almost 20 years service in
that position. He is well
known in Murray having
served as interim pastor of
the First Baptist Church
here.
A native of Wiggins, Miss.,
and one of six children,
Todd graduated from high
school in Hattiesburg during
the great depression of the
1930s. Those circumstances
college
postponed
his
education, but after five
years of working in various
businesses, he was able to
pursue a degree in business.
While attending Mississippi
College, Clinton aod serving
as a student pastor .14
Avenue Baptist Church,
Hattiesburg, Todd was asked
by two of the church's
members, Misses Annie and
Genevieve Averett, "Can't
we have a library in our
church?"
Todd told them they could,
provided they would lead the
way, since, as he says now,
.
"I didn't know howl"
They wrote to the church
library- department at the
Sunday School Board for
assistance and received the
--needed information and
materials for beginning a
library. Current records on
file .in the department indicate that the 38th Avenue
church
library
was
registered March 18, 1941.
Todd gives the two women
credit for first channeling

his interests to church
libraries.- During the entire
22 years he spent in
pastorates, he was instrumental in peginning
libraries in the churcbes and
missions he served.
He married the former
Miss Myrtis Haynie a year
after her graduation from
Blue Mountain College in
Mississippi, and the same
he entered The
year
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville" to
bachelor of
earn the
theology degree.
In 1958, while serving as
pastor of First Baptist
Church, Brookhaven, Miss.,
Todd was suggested as the
man to fill the position of
secretary of the church
library department because
of his work in strengthening
and establishing church
his
during
libraries
pastorates.
He was hesitant to accept
position, however,
the
because of his personal
the
to
commitment
pastorate. He Was so
hesitant that at one time
after praying for many
hours over the decision, he
said, "I hope that spot's
filled."
After discussion between
Todd- and Sunday School
Board personnel spanning a
period of a . year and a half,
and. - after"' declining the
position four times, Todd
assumed duties in Nashville
on April 1, 1959.
"All through the years
Myrtis and I have been very
prayerful about where we'd
-serve,". he saki..“In_realil3/
1
4
Myrtis could never see me

Sidewalk Sale
Downtown

Paducah
Friday 9:30-8:30
Saturday 9:30-5:00
Largest Event of the Year

church. The common use of
video tapes and the media
center as the distributing
agent for
tracts and
literature in the church are
other dreams he has.
Of his own future, he sees
the opportunity for more
leisurely yard work, the
restoring and refinishing of
antiques and converting
"junk" into useful items.

But Todd's ministry will not be described as vigorous.
"I honestly believe the
end in August. He is exploring now the possibilities potential for the person who
for ministry overseas at is the librarian in a church
some point in his retirement, Is the greatest next to the
and he relishes the idea of pastor. If I were to go back
short-term or part-time to the pastorate where a
ministry in a local church.
church said I could have
For now, however, Wayne only one other staff memTodd continues his in- ber, I'd look for the bestvolvement in media center equipped media center
work at a pace that can only director I could find!"

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

NASHVILLE — The staff of the Sunday School Board's church library department often say that the antique ladder Wayne Todd refinished is in his office for use when
they cause him to -climb the walls." Caught in a moment of fun are (standing. Ito 4)
Glynn Hill, Todd, Keith Mee, Floyd Simpson, John Hack,(seated, I to r) Canton Carter,
Mrs. Wanda Lineberry, James Rose and Jacquiyn Anderson.
leaving the pastorate. But
when I came to the board, it
was under strong conviction
that this was what God
wanted me to do. The fact
that I was leaving the
pastorate to do library work
caused some people to say I
wouldn't last more than a
year and a half," he
laughed. "The conviction
that this was the work for
me has stabilized me when
opother
had
I've
portunities."
When
Todd
assumed
leadership of the church
--de-partinerit- there
were 6600 Southern Baptist
church libraries registered
with the board. At that time
he set a goal of 25,000
registered libraries during
his career. With a current
total of 24;633- registered
media centers, the goal
should be attained before the
end of August.
In 1959, there were 50
Baptist associations with a
-person
responsible for
church library work. Todd
felt there should be a
1.000
minimum
of

associations promoting that leaders seal. That's right, he.
work. Today, there are took both courses.
Under his leadership, the,
approximately 975.
Additional accomplish- department originated the
the idea of what is now the
include
ments
addition of suck aids as Broadman Readers Plan,
Media: Library Services and staff members enJournal (started under thusiastically endorse the
Todd's leadership as Church Broadman Library Book
Library Magazine), the Service and the Broadman
Media Center Development CAVE Plan as economical
Plan, filmstrips, cassette ways to acquire resources.
For the future, Todd sees
tapes and numerous church
study course books and the use of microforms,
other guidebooks to aid in pieces of film carrying
media center organization printed materials to be read
on a viewer, as a means to
and operation.
The Most'
serlie-- space-- problerikitraining feature is a new media centers. As we move
Media Services Diploma further into the computer
which may be earned by age, he envisions a form of
teachers, leaders and church interlibrary services where
media center staff members members of one church may
who participate in a com- have loan access to the
prehensive training plan,:.media resources of another
through the church study
course. As testimony to his
800TH ANNIVERSARY
unwavering interest in
media center work and to LUCERNE, Switzerland AP)
his full participation in all
This city is celebrating its
that he promotes. Todd was 300th anniversary this year.
the .first person to earn the The highlight is being
diploma with both the staff 'narked by a variety of special
seal and the teachers and activities and entertainments.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

99

With Garlic Bread and 2 price on

Inside
Dunn()

Combination Salad (with meal)

Only

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 P.M.
Includes

OS AIWOVS

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good

uarcutteed
Quick
Service

ot home for 99'
Luxurious I Ailing
for 275 People

off

You can register
For Our Sept. 13
Drawing For A 10"
G.E. PorttColor T.Y.
Retail Value $300.00
See Our Display
And Save A

....
REG. RETAIL $3.66
SAY-BITE'S
LOW PRICE'

,

G.E. FLIP FLASH II
REG. RETAIL $2.56

3-WAY BULBS
50-100-150 30-70-100
REG. RETAIL $1.39
SAY-RITE'S LOW PRICE

G.E. SOFT WHITE
40,60, 75, 100
BULBS 4 PK.
REG. RETAIL
$2.68

G.E. FLASH CUBE
REG. RETAIL $2.52
SAY-BITE'S
LOW PRICE

{NMI IT MCI CEITERS

0

111.01

r
111r

G.E. FLASHBAR II

By JEN
Associat
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Californians Are Paying More
Due To Proposition Thirteen
By JENNIFER KERR
And if the tax cut
Associated Press Writer
.initiative's after effects
SACRAMENTO, Calif. sweep eastward with the
(AP)
—
Because
of same force of the tax revolt
Proposition
13,
many that triggered it, other
Californians are paying Americans may soon be
more these days to buy paying for services that
drinks, go to the movies, zoo were once free or offered at
or race track, keep library lower costs.*
books overdue, park their - Among the specifics: in
cars and poison porcupines. San
Francisco
and
These fee increases and Sacramento, visitors to zoos
fines are among the many and museums will get hit, in
efforts of the state's 58 Oakland and Sacramento,
counties and 417 cities to moviegoers. Admission at
make up for lost tax Santa
Anita and
Los
revenues
following Alamitos race tracks will go
Proposition 13's requirement up. And in Santa Monica,
to cutproperty taxes by 57 the slow reader who gets his
percent.
book from the library will

pay more for keeping it
overdue.
A hotel room will cost
more in dozens of cities —
with taxes going from
around 6 percent to 8 percent to 10 percent of room
charges. One city that raised
hotel taxes is much-visited
San Francisco.
Businessmen and builders
will have to pay more for
almost all the reams of
permits necessary to start
construction or do business.
The proposition, passed
overwhelmingly on June 6,
chopped local government
.revenues by $7 billion by
cutting property taxes.

After the vote, and until
the state bail-out law was
signed June 24, local
governments scrambled to
trim budgets and find more
money by July 1, when
Proposition 13 took effect.
One reason for haste was
because the Jarvis amendment also requires twothirds approval by voters to
create or raise taxes. Some
cities passed increases but
kept them inactive until and
if needed.
Fees and taxes most
commonly raised, says
Suzanne Foucault of the
League of California Cities,
were business and construction permits, hotelmotel taxes and fees for
services such as sewers,
and
cleaning
street
recreation.
Raising fees for services is
in keeping with the Jarvis

philosophy of having users whole lot of sense because
pay for specific things, these people can provide
rather than property owners jobs," the chamber's John
in general. Naturally, those Dehoney said.
using such services are not
More fundamentally, many
happy with fee increases.
Proposition 13 supporters
Raising construction feel that raising fees or
permit fees "has kicked the taxes is not what the tax
average price of a home up revolt is all about. Some are
$1,000 to $2,000," said Robert ready to take action.
Rivinius of the California
In Montebello, a citizens'
Building
Industry
committee took out a
Association. He said 40 to 50 newspaRer ad saying the
governments raised fees, city council had "repealed"
some up to 2,500 percent, Proposition 13 by adopting
and noted a California home new
taxes.
A
North
already includes $2,500 to Hollywood group formed to
$9,000 in permit fees.
watch officials who might
The' state Chamber of try to raise fees and taxes
Commerce thinks some 30 instead of cutting spending.
percent of cities and
Not every city had a load
counties raised business of
complaints.
Orange
permits anywhere from 15 County doubled park and
percent to 100 percent, beach fees, most from $1 a
though many changed their person to $2, with a new $1
minds later. "This inhibits charge for a pet, and county
growth and does not make a spokesman John Bushman
t

noted:
"We haven't had too many
complaints. They kind of
expected the fees would go
up. Most people are more
surprised about the animal
fee."
Shasta County raised fees
for almost its entire list of
services. A smallpox shot
went from $2 to $5, a
venereal disease exam from
nothing to $16.50, and
poisoned porcupine bait from
$1 to $2.
New fees in Sacramento
include one for city tennis
courts, although Recreation
and Parks Director Solon
Wisharn Jr. admitted, We
might have to hire a
thousand-pound gorilla to
collect the fees."
The
Inglewood
City
Council passed a 10 percent
"tipplers tax" on drinks in

bars, which public (IIformation officer Dick
Taylor said could bring in
$1.5 million a year. A state
law prohibits such taxes, but
a bill to allow them has
been introduced in the State
Assembly.
Inglewood also is trying a
fire service fee, which
Taylor believes is among the
nation's first. The city
provides basic fire protection and a property owner
pays for any extra needed
because his building is
wooden, has a flammable
roof or does not have a
smoke detector.
Inglewood will charge for
sidewalk maintenance, treetrimming and traffic signals,
too. Home owners will pay
32 cents a front foot and
businesses 90 cents a front
foot, Taylor said.

BEL-AIR CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6 Sunday

SINE OFF
SINUS MEDICINE
24 TABLETS
REG. $1.89
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

1534304

HEAD & SHOULDERS

COLGATE INSTANT SHAVE
11 Dz. REG. $1.19
*LEMON-LINE
*MEDICATED
*REGULAR
•MENTNOL
SAY-RITE'S

SHAMPOO
4 Oz. TUBE or
7 Oz. LOTION
REG.
$2.31

YOUR CHOICE,
I N STANT
HAVE
BABY MAGIC
BABY OIL
4 Oz.
REG. $1.09

(t:BABY MAGIC
BABY BATN
tisl
90L
REG. $1.65

,1420

1

SAY-RITE'S

WO
baby both

LOW PRICE

BABY MAGIC
LOTION
4 Oz.
REG.$1.05
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

66.

99c

BAN BASIC

flr

SAVE 836

ULTRA BAN

NON-AEROSOL
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
30L
REG. $2.35
*REGULAR
•RENTRAL
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

ANTI-PER SPIRANT

3dr

TICKLE

ROLL-ON

TICKLE

1.5 Oz.
REG. $1.72
*REGULAR
*UNSCENTED

ROLL-ON
ANTI-PER SPIRANT
2 Oz.
REG. $2.39
*FLORAL
*CITRUS
•NERBAL
*UNSCENTED

HEAD &
SHAMPOOSHOULDERS
15 Oz.
LOTION
REG. $3.98

NEW!
CLAIROL
NONAEROSOL
HAIR SPRAY
8 Oz. REG.
S2.16
REGULAR
—UNSCENTED
SA Y

CLA/RAIIST

SAVRITE'S
LOW PRICE

CEPACOL MOUTHWASH

is

40L DRY SKIN LOTION
2 Oz. DRY SKIN CREAM
REG. $2.00 EA.
Ralt1TRS§

-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

12 Oz.
REG. $1.78
SAY-RITE'S —
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
$1 28
EA

710
ENER
NE R vsE
CONOf
12 Oz. RES,
$2.06
•REsuto
•orty
*EXTRA 11001
SA VRITE'S
LO W
PRICE

UNGUENTINE
5 Oz.
ANTISEPTIC
AEROSOL RE&
$2.39
40e OFF LABEL
SAVRITE'S
LOW PRICE

6` OFF

*REGULAR
*MINT

LABEL

•

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
SAVE 32°

First
in
Quality
QUANITY
RIOIS.RESERV ED
CENTS OFF REFLECTED
IN SALE PRICE

First
in—
Price
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SOUTNSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday

Prices Good August 2

Ri
Through August 8

. WILL MAKE YOUR DAY

NORTNSIDE
New Store Hours
Are
6 to Midnight
Closed Sunday

!a
:1110
lvtv
'
t
ot

OUNTY

FaACH

-.

1

TOWELS

GAL.

Or.

JUMBO SIZE

WITH $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY AND TOBACCO
LIMIT 1

Om.

WITH $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY AND TOBACCO

DEL MONTE CRUSHED,SLICED OR CHUNK

GRAVY TRAIN

............

-DOG

NTfi
410
kokt
ihOY

5
99
25 LB. BAG $

$11159

PAMPERS

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

DOWNY

$

?Avg

SOFTENER

ram
Me
;

PINEAPPLE

151
/
2OZ.

2/89c

IGA TABLE RITE

411 00

VEGETABLE OIL

24

DAYTIME EXTRA ABSORBENT

"(I-It'..

LIMIT 2

g

-240L

AMERICAN ACE

19

5

COFFEE

960Z. ALL GRINDS
1 LB.

READ SHOP

-EVA

2
/
$1 00
20 OZ.

ROUND
BREAD
IGATABLETREAT
HAMBURGER BUNS —
IGA TABLETREAT
DANISH ROLLS FRUIT FILLED

ISO
34,0
114
/
1
4

1.1-30

smo

00
2/900

12Pk. 2/$1•
4 PK.

LEMON JUICE
POLISH GHERKIN
GATORADE

Atzrail
Alb!
dO

Ity

32 OZ.

PARAMOUNT PICKLES

ORANGE OR LEMON-LIME

1114

rgifio
EWA
;0
11
BO'
mr0!
gi
intg.

22 OZ

-

GREEN BEANS
DEL MONTE
SWEET PEAS

hvaN
AVS:41

4.engpes.

CRACKERS
IGA CRISP I GOOD 12 OZ.

2/$1 00 l
Iikl as

2/$1 oo

.A112,11
..1, BRAN

n OL

FLAKES

.OL

170Z
170Z

939
99c
99
6

d

00
2 LB.

FROZEN FOOD
COMBINATION OR SAUSAGE TOTINO

$200

CLASSIC PIZZA
ORE IDA
$ 00
CRINKLE CUT FRIES... 5 LB
221/2 OZ.

/900

DEL MONTE FRENCH STYLE
irAt;):

IGA SALTINE 16 OZ.

PifierifilLE

DEL MONTE GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL

CORN

MEAL SELF RISING ....SU. 79c PEANUT BUTTER

89c
79c CHICKEN

AJAX
LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

FOti

SUNFLOWER

CRACKERS

REALEMON

BIG CHIEF
PUIIN OR CRUNCHY 2 LB.

3/$100
Wal

17 OZ 31100

PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
WHIP TOPPING
JIFFYPOT PIES

TURKEY, BEEF, CHICKEN

5/90Z.

$119

100Z.

59C
°9

4/
$
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1 Legal Notice

Bids

The Murray Board of Education Head Start
Program will receive bids on two 1978 model station
wagons until 7:30 p.m Thursday, August 10, 1978.
Bid forms and information are available at the
Board Office Building located at Ninth and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky.

LEGAL NOTICE
Pursuant to the provisions of Kentucky Revised
Statute 337.522, I, or my authorized agent, will on
August 16, 1978. commencing on or about 10:00 A.M.
CDT), in the Kentucky Department of Labor Conference Room, Roblyn Building, 657-A Lone Oak
Road, Paducah, Kentucky, hold a hearing to consider. a revision of the prevailing wage rates for
laborers, workmen and mechanics engaged in construction of public Works projects in a locality consigting of the following counties: BALLARD,CALDWELL, CALLOWAY, CARLISLE, CHRISTIAN,
CRrTTENDEN, FULTON, GRAVES, HICKMAN,
LIVINGSTON, LYON, MARSHALL MCCFtACKEN
AND TRIGG. This locality shall be referred to as
Locality 01. Evidence relating to wages paid on
BUILDING, HEAVY, HIGHWAY and RESIDENTIAL construction projects will be accepted at this
hearing. At this time, evidence relating to fringe
benefits provided through irrevocable agreements
between employers and employes shall be considered in establishing a prevailing rate of wates.
All interested persons desiring to present evidence
or offer testimony on this date are invited to attend
this hearing.
James R. Yocom,Commissioner
Kentucky Department of Labor
2. Notice

2 Notice

"NOTICE TO MEMBERS"
Members of Western Dark Fired Tobac
co
Growers Association in Calloway County
will
meet at 2 P.M. Saturday, August 12, 1978,
to
nominate candidates for director for Distri
ct 113
( West of the L & N Railroad). The meeti
ng will
be held at the Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
On Saturday, August 26th, polls will open at
the
same location from 9 A.M. until 4 P.M.
and official ballots will be provided for members
to
elect a director. The director will be elected
for a
term of three years.
The election of August rath will not be held
in
Districts where there is only one nominee
for
director and such nominee will be declared
duly
elected for the respective district by the Electi
on
Committee.

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
GROWE1S ASSOCIATION
Murray, Kentucica

If You
Need Them:
fire
Nits
Was
gmbliwt
rnessiesct
Imam
Wiley
Ciapsiasiva
Caro
Gad01
WAN GliI4413

UAW
Loins Is Real
fair
Peeing

Swimming
Pools

753-1441

Western Ky. Poets

/53-1621

442-9147
Padacah, Ky.

753-6951

1539332
753-5131
159-4141
153-422
153-1581

1534919
753-NEED
753-22U
753-5361

difoott

419-2414
Social Concerns
--Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

COLOR PORTRAITS,
. bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any --Size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast servic
e.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

BIBLE FACTS - Ephesiaas 5:6, 7, states
"Let no man deceive
you with vain words:
for because of these
things cometh the
wrath of God upon the
children
of
disobedience. Be not ye
therefore
partakers
with them." Bible
answers and study
anytime. Bible services
Saturdays 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. 759-4600.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Retail- Display ad
aortising 753- I p• 19
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation arid the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753.1917

Sparts

& G COMPLETE
GLASS COMPANY. We
have expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.

REAL ESTATE
HELP WANTED

We see its need of Keened Real PA*.Brokers A Sales People
inchnling man and wife teams, in any town or village
In KY or
Tenn up to 100 rrnles from Paris Iaidmt We wtfl
ire* you get
darted Come,
Or write our Home
J
c.111/1141AND REAL ESTATE,Doi na, Oarke;flie,H. AUSTIN.
Tann. 77046
Incited on 41A and if Hwye *Market At Phone SIS-561-0
1431

ibAcokfitavii CLASSIFIED ADS

2 Notice

Bid Invitation

The city of Murray is
accepting bids for 1 25 cubic yard high
"rompaction
refuse
truck. Specifications
are available at the
Sanitation Department office on Hwy. 641
N. Bids must be in the
City Clerk's Office by
3:00 p.m. August 23,
1978.

ADVERTISING
DEADUNES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

2 Notice

6 Help Waided

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDIJI4E,
753-6333.

IF YOU can talk
comfortEly and intelligentb in the phone
and woul.: like to earn

5 Lost And found
WARD OFFERED
for small grey and
white cat answers to
name of Terulie. Lost
in neighborhood of
Bagwell Ext. If found,
753-9514 after 5:30.
6 Help Wanted

above a.erage earnings
all
Steve

PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
-MERRIC-MAC
toy
parties has opening for
supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merchandiseHighest
commission. No investment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 or write MERRICMAC,
Box
1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
SEWING MACHINE
operators. Sewing experience preferred but
not necessary, full time,
apply
Calloway
Manufacturing_ 111
Poplar.

Porter, 75-5-4153-

DEALER) *ANTI')
T• handls•maw

•4 pre-

aryboires1 ifeel bias •ow)
buildings. Lucrativ• opportunity far 'Sr AO person.
Aggressive farm operator
eiessiderod. Call 800-325

4400.

16 Home Furnishings

16 Mew
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
GAS COPPERTONE
dryer, 5 years old. 7532915.
FOUR PIECE bedroom
suite, $100. 753-8500.
BABY BED, $25. Call
753-5389.

10 Business Opportunity
Used Furniture
12x40 Custom built
mobile home built
especially for beauty
shop. Like new, fully
equipped with 2 units,
Special hair spray
system, air conditioner, and plenty of
storage. Doing excellent business in
present location or
could be moved.

753-1724
13 For Sale Or Trade

Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s
Hedge &Son, Inc.
205 So. Stli

BEM=
27 Mobile Home Sales
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. 12 x
60 TWO BR with
Lonardo Piano Co.,
separate Utility room.
across from Post Office,
753-1335 or 489-2774.
Paris, TN.
1972 12 x 68 TWO BR
MUSIC LESSONS: immolaffe home, air conmediate openings for
ditioned and service
piano, Organ, or voice
pole, $4700. 437-4331.
lessons.
Experienced
teaching with degrees in
FOR SALE, 12-it 65
music. Private lessons
Concord trailer, 5 rooms
age 6 and up - beginand bath, newly furners to advanced.
nished in Florida.
Rental purchase plan on
Located in private park
piano
2 miles from Tampa.
and
organ.
Clayton, Dixieland
Call 492-8758 after 4 p.m.
Shopping Center, 753Will have pictures to
show if interested.

23 Exterminating

••

FREE
▪ Inspection

17 Vacuum
Cleaners
AUTHORIZED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
443-6469. IN MURRAY
call
TONY
MONTGOMERY 753-6760.
19 Farm Equipment

tit

Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control •
100 Swab 13th
Maas 753-3114
In Business Over
)0 Years
Certified By EPA

31.livestock

Supplea

REAL GENTLE
$50. 753-5513.
38.Pets

Pony

Supplies

REGISTERED
FOUR
English Shepherd
puppies, call 753-8832.
PONY, pony cart, harness, and saddle. 7537600.
BRITTANY SPANIEL
puppies, registered, 2
male, call 753-2915.
FOR
SALE,
A.KC
Labrador puppies,
-black or yellow. Joe R.
Davis, 527-9279.

1965 MODEL EFelarlda
'
travel trailer. 6'2 x 12',
good shape, sleeps 4.
Asking $775 must sell.
CARIN
TERRIER
Call 753-9400.
puppies,
AK C
registered. Call 436LOCATED ON Lakeshore
2462 or 436-2720.
Drive. Mobile home with
extra room built on with
41.Public Sales
2 lots, $1 5,000. If
necessary will finance.
GARAGE SALE, 19".
753-8669.
TV, fishing motor,:
boys clothes, games
8x45 TRAILER house
and toys in perfect
with lot and new well 1
condition. Friday and
mile from lake. Call
Saturday, August 4 and
753-0610. 5, 9-5, 1701 Holiday
Drive.
12160 MOBILE HOME
condit
excell
ion,
ent
in
FOUR PARTY sale,
3 BR or 2 BR and 1
Thursday, Friday, and
utility, lirt bath, all
Saturday. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
electric,
partially
Few antiques, clothes
furnished, complete
of all sizes, few old
with porch and unbottles, miscellaneous.
derpinning. Call 7531 mile off 121 on Old
2616 or 753-1576.
Salem Road in front of
28 Heating & Cooling
Old foalem Cemetery.
KING AUTOMATIC wood
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
heaters, deluxe porFriday and Saturday,
celain cabinet, cast iron
August 4 and 5 from 9-5.
grates, brick lines,
7 miles East on 94 turn
$199.95. Wallin Hardon 1551 1 mile on- left
ware, Paris.
watch for signs. An29 Mobile Home Rentals
tiques dishes, furniture,,
clothes of all sizes.
MOBILE $D1WES and

FOR SALE, 15 polled
24 Miscellaneous
Hereford cows, 12
winter
calves, PRESSURE CANNERS,
heavy
registered Polled Bull,
polished
Running Specials On
aluminum. Holds 18
all young cows and bred
Shampoo
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
back, $8000. 753-3625.
s3so
&Sets
gallon
s, $43.95. Wallin
Corr? Severe.
For July & August
1966 INTERNATIONAL
Hardware, Paris.
14. Want To Buy
Regular Permanents
tractor with mowing
LIGHT DELIVERY
- machine.
Excellent DELUXE TWO wheel
must know city and ONE TO FIVE acres of
'12°
utility trailer, safety
SUMMER SPECIAL.
running condition. $1500.
land in $W quarter of
have dependable car.
light,
loom net nowler Uwe Arnie
good condition,
Call
_Callo
436-2744.
way County.
Work hours 12-4:30 and
-easy to handle. 7534094.
6-10 p.m. Monday
WANT TO buy used Gym
753-0757
INTERNATIONAL silage
through
Friday.
Set. Call 436-2742- after
cutter, GI Case manure
Received 4 chest
Contact Steve Porter,
6:00.
spreader, PTO drive.
type deep freezers
753-4153.
Call 489-2637.
and several good
WANT TO BUY STANMURRAY
refrigerators
used
HEAD
DING timber Will pay
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
START is accepting
Just arrived. Still
Lose weight with Del-A-Diet
top prices percentage or
applications for the 78Deluxe, $92.50. Stan.have several manualII helps curb appetite. Gentle
acre. Call 498-8757.
Diuretic effective stimu/ant
dard, $85.00. Truck bed - typewriters, dinette
79 school year for the
PaylessThscoint.
protectors, $75.00. Tail
following
positions:
set, several school
15 Articles For Sale
gate
Home
desks left at $1 - $2,
Visitors,
protectors,
mobile home spaces for
YARD SALE, Thursday
Classroom Aides, Bus
UNNENUO S CONKS POO MN
stainless steel, $15.
one electric stove,
rent, at Riviera Courts.
and Friday, 9-5. 2 miles
Vinson Tractor •Co. 753- ,
Drivers, Lunchroom
$30.
Call 7534280
out on 94 E. Yellow
4892.
FOR ',ATKINS
Assistant, Teacher
Murray Ford
UNF
house on left hand side
URN
ISH
ED
PRII
IffI
NG
Products. Contact
(tentative) Applications
Tractor
sreinenestist S•rvle•s ,
going out. Couch and
owners must sell 1977
'MASSEY HARRIS 30
Holman Jones, 217
& Job descriptions
525 S. 4th chair in good condition:` •
Skylifie, 14x70. Call 492farm tractor, $500 firm.
102 N.411§ - I13-5211
South 13th., Phone 753may be picked up at
759-4895
lamp, Hershchede hall
8892 after 5 p.m.
Call
1-901-2
47-3386
.
3128.
Murray
Board
of
floor clock, Model 600.
30 Bioaness Rentals
Education Office at 9th FOR SALE, formica and
_
_
FIREPLACE
ENand
Wilson
Poplar.
art, larnenated
50x30
3 Card Of Thanks
CLOSURES with glass
BUILDING.
YARD SALE: antiques,
Be
510 Massey combine,
Applications will be
plastic. sizes 2'x4' -ideal for garage of
doors and wire mesh
toys, books, furniture,
660 Case combine,
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
accepted until 4:00 on
clean-up shop. Call 436draw
screen
clothe
,
all
sizes
s, motorcycle with
WE WISH to express our
large selection of
ft. Cabinet door hinges
August 4, 1978. Murray
5461.
and finishes, $64.99.
sidecar, miscellaneous.
used tractors, equipgrateful thanks to
at 10 cents per pair.
Board of Education is
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday
31 Want To Rent
ment in stock at
everyone for the kindWest Ky. _Cabinet Co.,
an Equal Opportunity
and Saturday, August 4reduced prices.
ness shown us in the
1203 Story Avenue.
Employer.
COUPLE WANTS house
TOMA
5. (Cancelled if rain)
JUIC
TO
ER,
no
Murra
death of our beloved
y Ford
to rent in Murray
1607 Hermitage (oft
peeling, no coring, no
PEA
SHEL
mother, grandmother, WATSON'S
LERS
,
does
a
Tractor
area. Call 753-3707.
FISH
South 16th, west of
pre-cooking.
Wallin
bushel in 30 minutes,
and great-grandmother.
Market needs part
525 S. 4th
Martin Chapel).
Hardw
are, Paris.
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
WANT
Myrtie Donelson. A
TO
rent
I
time help in processing
BR
759-4895
Paris.
house
special thanks to Mrs.
or apartment.
of fish. 216 S. 12th.
- BIG YARD SALE, Friday
FOR SALE, Craftsman
Call 753-8135.
Norton of the Masonic
and Saturday, August 4
Sports
12"
20
radial
Equip
saw
ment
and
CHIM
NEYS
Home in Louisville, SEWING MACHINE
, all fuel,
and 5 8 a.m. to ? in
MARRIED COUPLE
Craftsman drill press.
triple wall pipe, 6" x
Holly Alderdice for his
operators.
Sewing
FIBERGLASS volvo
needs to rent a house , Stella. Red brick in front
Phone 436-5467.
kind wards Warren
30", 317.88. Installation
experience
preferred
stern drive, $2400 or best
of trailer park. Name
in Murray, willing to
kit, $26 95. Wallin
Quartet for the beautiful
but not necessary, full
offer. May be seen at GLASS and
brand fall clothing,
do
alumi
repair
num
s.
Refer
ences
Hardw
are, Paris.
music, Bro. Thomas for
time, apply Calloway°
Lynhurst Resort. Rt. 6, greenhouse with
flowers, concrete
available. 759-4876 after
gas
the comforting words,
Manufacturing, 111
Murray.
heater. 753-7600.
shower base, and so
6 p.m.
EARLY AMERICAN
and Max Churchill's
Poplar.
forth
sofa and chair, like
wonderful staff. We'll
3?
2b' CHRISCRAFT -UNIQUE
Apartments For Rent
OPnew,
$150.
always remember all
2 swivel
NEEDED IMMEDIATE
cruiser, mint condition,
PORTUNITY open to
UNFURNISHED
rockers, $25 each. A
our friends and neighIT'S THAT TIME again. •
part time help. Apply
hull recently painted,
fund raising group. Why
THREE room apartbase
CB,
bors who sent food and
mike, anSee you at the side walk
Hill
Bros.
Shoe,
new depth finder and
settle for less, when
ment, 400 S. 6th,
tenna, $100. Cash only.
flowers. All you 'wonsale. First 8 customers
Central Shopping
radio, galley, head,
your group can have
middle aged woman or
753-7413 after 3 p.m.
derful people made our
to buy $4 win free gift
Center. Also needed
sleeps 4,400 plus hours.
maximum profits. Send
couple preferred. Call
time of grief less-- transferable manager
so stop by Bank of
Can be seen at Kenlake
name, address, and
753-39
68.
MATE
painful. God bless 46-- train-M/S*
RNITY CLOTHES
Murray
and
Marina 69. For complete
see
phone to Box 32 R,
for sale, excellent
all. Lester and Ruth
Gerald Waldrop.
information call 1-812Murray,Ky.42071.
FURN
ISHE
D
ONE
ARE YOU looking for a
condition, sizes 5-9. 759Donelson and family:
8824303.
. bedroom
apartment
career with a future and
1182.
and Buell and _ Louise
BASEMENT
SALE,
BODY
near downtown Murray,
SHOP ..and
unlimited potential'
Donelson and family.
Thursday and Friday.
FOR SALE 105 hp
basement on 511 acres,
call 753-4109
-Burger Queen may be WEEDY
509 Chestnut.
Chrysler- Outboard.
approximately 3-miles
your answer. We are
WE WOULD like to take
WEEDEATERS, Model
-FURNISHED extra nice
Used less than 20 hours.
from town, 753-0945 or 1looking for an assistant
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
this opportunity to
TWO FAMILY garage
large 3 room apartment
Phone 759-1872.
615-232-6943.
manager
who
is
express our sincere
Hardware,Paris.
and yard sale. Baby
near College & Hospital.
22 Musical
responsible and willing
thanks to our friends,
items including clothing
Couple or graduate
SMOKE
ALARMS,
to work towards our WE BUY AND
neighbors,
and baby accessories,
and
student preferred. Heat,
battery operated by
UPRIGHT PIANO, good
SELL used
goal. Excellent starting
releatives for all the
clothing, 9-10 Jr., Boys,
water furnished. No pet
air conditioners. Dill
Water Pik, $16.88.
condition. Call 753-7970.
salary
and
fringe
wonderful things that
10, and Men's 15, toys
or children. Private,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Electric, 753-9104 or 753benefits. Contact Neil
were said and done in
and games, cameras,
quite. Call 753-1299.
1551.
UPRIGHT PIANO, good
SHARP MICROWAVE
Smith at Burger Queen
the sudden death of our
fishing gear, bowling
condition. $200. 498oven, stainless steel
of Mayfield, 1002 Paris SWING SET, sand box,
THREE ROOM unfather, grandfather, and
balls, and other sporting
8303.
refrigeratoi, baby car
interior, cooks, browns,
Road 1-502-247-1548 for
furnished
great-grandfather.
apartment,
equipment, books and
and defrosts, $199.95.
an appointment. Equal seat, potty
chair,
utilities furnished.
Young Morgan We want
KIMBALL MUSIC Center
records, other
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Opportunity Employer. redwood la kn furretired couple, lights,
to thank everyone who
601 Broadway, Paducah,
miscellaneous
houseniture, 751-9263.
water & phone fursent flowers, food and
hold items. Saturday.
Ky. Across from Irving
26 TV Radio
la OR OVER waiters,
nished $35 per month
your prayers in our time
9-5 and Sunday, 1-5.
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 4494879
VaSeaVate"."..".• . •r
waitresses, and delivery
of sorrow. Thanks to the
103 N. 17th St. Murray
Shop if you like, but MAGNAVOX
COMdrivers. Apply in perpallbearers, honorary
PONF:NT stereo, AMcheck our prices. Open
33 Rooms For Rent
son, 510 Main Street,
pallbearers,
FM receiver, turntable,
YARD SALE,' Friday and
Poplar
late Friday nights
Paglisii's Pizza.
Springs Baptist Church
2 speakers. $125. PorSLEEPING ROOMS, air
Saturday, 9-5 702 Broad,
choir, and firo Gerald
table B-W TV, needs
PIANOS AND ORGANS
conditioned; private
759-4689.
MATURE PERSON to. . "A SHOP TO
White, .lack .Jones and
minor repair. $25 call
entrance, refrigerator.
- large
selection
baby sit in my home
Ron Adams for their
767-2454.
Zimmerman Apartavailable, rentalREMEMBER" :
GARAGE.:
from 2:30 til 11. Must be
words of comfort, Max
ments, S. 16th. 753SALE,
purchase plan available.
Tuesday and WedSale
reliable with references.
Churchill Funeral Home
6609.
Selection - quality - 25" ZENITH Console TV
Call 76"-3.171
nesday, 9 arn to ? 3
specially priced $519.95
Bedspreads
and Dr. Charles (lark
price cannot be beat
36 For Rent Or lease
miles from Stella on
with trade. We will not
and
Murray-Calloway
anywh
ere.
Shop for
15% off
Kirksey Hwy. Baby
be undersold. Tucker TV TWELTH STREET, 13-4
Co. Hospital staff. May
yourself and see. Open
All Pures
HELP
Commeroial lot for
items, lots of odds and
Sales
and
Servic
God lift all of you in your
e,
1914
Frida
y's
til
8:90.
and litany
lease. 175' frontage 189'
ends.
Coldwater Road. Your
time of sorrow as he has
Claytons, Dixieland
WANTED
deep. Call 753-7618 after
Wicke
r Items
Zenith
in ours. Mrs. Opal
dealer
43 Real Estate
for
•Shopping Center, 753Full Itime, day shift
00
Murray and. Calloway
Discounted
Morgan and family,
7575.
26 ACRES in Cherry
cook. Male or remote
Count
y.
Edward Morgan, John
Dome
ifol
•
Corner area, 15 &cm.
Apply
in person nt
voa SALE, -houseboata
L. Morgan, Connie
21 Mobile Home Sales
open, 2 creeks, all
641 north
Silver
36'
Mini
queen,
twin
Morgan, ,Robert
Long John
fenced and a building
•410.•..,
engine, vee drive, fly
Warehouse
TWO B ..DROOM 12155
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs.
site that would overlook
f~we
Silve
rs
bridge
,
'many
sleeps
10,
Storage Spot@
trailer with air conGenet Green, and Mr.
the
whole farm, $16,000.
711 South 12th
159-4588
extras. Call 474-2390 for
ditioner. Moving must
For Roitt
and Ma. N. P. Paschall
WALDROP REALTY,
appointment.
sell, $4300. 4924856.
-4758
253-5646

RIVIERA
BEAUTY
SHOP

Help Wanted
Experienced breakfast teak
and dinner cook. Dionne cook
most be able to make pies and
cook vegetables. Apply in Feriae at lady's Resturreet as

1979 MODEL lea' Cruise
Craft cabin cruiser with
105 hp Chrysler outboard and tilt trailer
with electric wrench,
$2800. 753-6073.

J. P.
NESBITT'S

*-•

4rIT'S a
mystera
bedr
roorp -;
baths
demand .
'and shop.
reduced ..
true bar:
house h
who cal
LORET
REALTO •
WE HAVE
reasonabl
bedroom
central l• ;
in the vie*
Vine Str ;
shopping
school, a
home i
drapes,
stove, an.
Call
NEUBAU
REALTO •
St., 753-011
• to see this

Waldro
in B
Since
753-

17 ACRES
New Co
121 S. 1
frontage.
with plen
cattle.
around
property.
priced
WALIThi
753-5646.
FIRST T I
for sale .
mobile h;
to spar
hi.11side lo
trees, a :4
a beautif
a
Se.
LORET
REALTO
25 ACR •
Tn. 4
secluded
lots of tre
Fabulous
$1 1,900.
REALTY
THREE
CHARM:
brick ra
central
lovely la
fenced
wooden d
other pl.
in this a
home. Pr
Phone
REAL
make bu
real esta

: y

Prof
With Tti*

Tr -level

:fireplace
for effici:
-csal3er

bedroom
central
electric
plush ca
kitchen .
This
Everyth
Majors
105 N. 12t

•

Tw •
cera
firepl
garag
Ow
$110,o
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43 Real Estate
Supplies

LE

pony

pplies

EGLSTERED
Shepherd
'all 7534832.
y cart, harsaddle 753-

SPANIEL
-egistered, 2
753-2915.

LE,
AKC
pU ppies,
glow. Joe R.
9279.

TERRIER
AKC
Call 436.2720.

43 Real Estate

IT'S A Mystery..:.Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in ,Lbe..
demand area of Park
'end shopping...recently
reduced ... A real and
true bargain for the
house hunting sleuth
who calls 753-1492.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. Thls is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the
home includes tle
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
o see this good buy.

t

SALE,
ing motor,:
thes, games
in perfect
Friday and
August 4 and
l701 Holiday

kRTY sale,
Friday, and
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Rues, clothes
Les, few old
niscellaneous.
f 121 on Old
ad in front of
Cemetery.

ftTY yard sale,
Ind Saturday,
and 5 from 9-5.
;est on 94 turn
mile on- left
ir signs. An;hes, furniture,l all sizes.

LE, Thursday
ly, 9-5. 2 miles
94 E. Yellow
left hand side
t. Couch and
pod condition:*
e-shchede hall
At, Model 600.

LE: antiques,
iks, furniture,
iotorcycle with
miscellaneous.
4 p.m. Friday
•day, August 4elled if rain)
rmitage (oft
ith, west of

ISALE, Friday
-day, August 4
a.m. to ? in
d brick in front
• park. Name
all clothing,
, concrete
rase, and so

' TIME again. •
t the side walk
st 8 customers
win free gift
by Bank of
and
see
aldrop.

;NT
SALE::
e and Friday.
tnut.

MILY garage,
d sale, Baby
•luding clothing
y accessories,
9-10 Jr., Boys,
Men's 15, toys
oes, cameras,
gear, bowling
I other sporting
it, books and
Is, other
ieous
housems. Saturday,
Sunday, 1-5.
th St. Murray
Friday and
9-5 702 Broad,

SALE,
and Wed9 am to ? 3
an Stella on
Hwy. Baby
s of odds and

'in Cherry
Tea, 15 acres.
creeks, all
nd a building
would overlook
farm, $16,000.
IP REALTY,

I Waldrop Realty
'in Business
Since 1956
753-5646

31 ACRES at Almo
Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beans, some
several
timber,
beautiful building sites.
Secluded yet very accessible, $22,900.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
NEWLY WEDS can be
property owners. Take
a look at this budget
sized home located on
a quiet street near
shopping and school.
This house has six
rooms - two bedrooms,
basement, utility room,
garage, and appliances
are already included.•
This is gady for
immediate occupancy.
Call us today to see
this home. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 206
So. 4th Street, 753-0101
or 753-7531.
ff7 N. Poplir-Benton

QUALITY
REALTY
527-1468 - 7519625
CARO' I'riff AR_Pkipl

63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 22 acres in
17 ACRES 2 miles south of
corn and beans, some
New Concord on Hwy.
bottom land and some
121 S. 1500 foot of road
good Poplar timber. 2
frontage. All in grass,spring fed creeks on
with plenty of waterfor
property. Hwy frontage
cattle. Electric fence - on 121 South, $67,000.
around perimeter of
WALDROP REALTY,
property. Impressively
753-5646.
priced _,at
$12,900.
WALDROP REALTY, THE
MAN
with
753-5646.
imagination can see the
potential , in this 2
bedroom home with 51
FIRST TIME ever listed
acres, stock barn,
for sale .., This 14 x 60
tobacco barn, hog shed,
mobile home has room
under fence with a price
to spare. Beautiful
you
just
wouldn't
hillside lot with plenty of
believe. Call for an
trees, a garden plot and
appointment
today.
a beautiful view. Worth
LORETTA
JOBS
a
second
look.
REALTORS,753-1492.
LORETTA
JOB'S
REALTORS,753-1492.

Thurman

43.Real Estate

49 Used Cars & Trucks

SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.

1971 AMC Hornet, $600.
436-2411.

BOYD-MAJORS'
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
tr) 1978

United Feature Syndicate, Inc

REDUCED, nice home in
Hazel. Has been termite
inspected, 2 bedrooms,
freshly painted, nice lot,
convenient location_ancl
just about everything
you could want for
$13,500. THE NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center, 759-1707,
MUST SELL., 2 bedroom
white frame house with
full basement. House
includes all storm
windows.; storm doer*
drapes, harvest gold
stove, dishwasher,
with
refrigerator
icemaker. Fully carpeted throughout. Call
753-9924.

43.Real Estate
GREAT ROOM! GREAT
HOUSE! Brand new
listing and •brand new
home. Energy saving 3
in
home
BR
Gatesborough. Heat
pump, 12 inches insulation in ceiling,
thermopane windows,
beautiful custom designed kitchen with
cooking island, formal
dining room. Home is
decorated
beautifully
throughout. Take a
journey to happy dreamhome living and let us
show:: this - charming
home to you. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-122r
REALTORS

South 12th at:Urea resorts
TELEPHONE 7511051

44. Lots For Sale

WLSON

ONE ACRE lot on Johnny
Robertson Road North,
$5250. Phone 753-0838.

1•11.0.

WALES DRUG
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

_ BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has. other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
VI West OM Owensboroity.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

e,94

'NEVER MIND AgOU'T RICH DOCTORS OR DEN1ISTS. WEEP PRACT- 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
ICING THAT 13ACKHAND."
burgundy with white

Purdom &
25 ACRES at Puryear,
Just listed • specious 3 II, 2
2 '2-10 ACRES for sale,
Tn. 4 acres open, Insurance & Real Estate
bath B.V. home located in
Southside Court Square
ready to build or park
secluded building sites,
Grove Heights just 4/
1
2 mitts E
Murray, Kentucky
trailer, 140 ft. well
lots of trees, trees, trees.
of Murray. This is an immaculate home with plenty of
*Rh 500 gallon septic
753-4451
Fabulously priced at
extras. Quality Wilt and
tank and all the field
$11,900. WALDROP 1111111111011111110111110=10=111
priced well below repiacentent
line. Home burned.
REALTY,753-5646.
costs.
$7500.
Call
Bro.
22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
THREE BEDROOM
New listing in Navel - newly
miles from Bloodriver
Richard Holt, 435-4360.
CHARMER. Just listed
remodeled 2 bedroom house
Boat Dock. Has several
on corner let. Has central gas
brick ranch home with
131.1 AC. level, 6 ac.
feet of Hwy. frontage.
heat, seising air, well incentral heat and air,
tillable, 734 wooded lot
Plenty of trees, many,
&eminent siding,
selated,
lovely landscaped lawn,
suitable for building site
many building sites, a
with storm windows and
backyard,
fenced
on paved road 1 mile
good spring. Has a view
doors. Price to sell.
wooden deck, and lots of
east of South Pleasant
of the lake, very com733-3243 Anytime
other pleasant features
Grove, 8 miles to
at AIIIMP
priced
petedly
in this country dream
Murray - Calloway
$14,900. WALDROP
home. Priced in the 30's.
Spacious
NEW
LISTING.
County
seat, 16 miles to
REALTY,7534i646.
Phone KOPPERUD
home close to schools in
Ky. Lake. 19011 642-8311,
REALTY, 753-1222. We
a nice neighborhodd.
or (513) 294-8528 after 6
EXTRA, EXTRA... This
make buying and selling
Three BR,formal dining
p.m.
is what you will be _
real estiate easy for you.
room, large sewing 46. Homes For Sale
saying when you view
closet, recreation room,
this equisite home in
/111MOMW''
large garage, cypress THREE ROOM furnished
quiet residential neighhouse, 10 miles east of
deck in- backyard and
borhood. Teak parquet
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
storage
galore.
Priced
entry and hall, indirect
in the 40's. Phone
lighting in most rooms,2
KOPPERUD REALTY,
ceramic baths with
DUPLEX
753-1222.
showers, built-in
Completely remodeled
BOYD-MAJOR
vanities and laundry
side), living
(earh
REAL ESTATE
bin. Den with Otherroom with fireplace,
7518080
Spann
Guy
Realty
fireplace. All Andersen
one bedroom, bath &
'Your Key People
thermopane tilt-in
Professional Seri,ie
kitchen. Shady lot with
4n
Beal
Estate
With The Friendly Tub
windows. Kitchen has
nice storage building.
753-7724
double ovens, lovely
1611 It 13 Miller
Tr -level home, stone
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky
birch cabinets plus a
fireplace w/octatherm
7594130
breakfast room. Central
for efficiency & energy
$27500
ALL YOU.rotild-want in a
3
conservation,
gas heat and central
mobile
borne.
3
bedroom, 23,2 baths,
electric air. Patio has
bedrooms, nice lot, new
central heat & air, 2
BRICK HOUSE on Olive
attractive tiled floor and
carport, plus 12x20 a
electric heat pumps,
with extra income
is brick enclosed with
concrete block building
plush carpeting, plus
property that could
wrought iron gate.
with utilities. New
kitchen & dining rm.
easily be converted to
There is much more so
Has
House
This
central air conditioning,
extra space for owner.
let us tell you all about
Boyd
Everything.
central gas heat, $16,995,
Full useable basement,
this lovely home. Phone
Majors Real Estate,
THE NELSON SHROAT
small easily maintained
KOPPERUD REALTY,
105 N. 12th.
REALTORS, Uncle
lot, close to campus,
753-1222.
Jeff's Shopping Center,
shopping and schools.
759-1707.
VA approved . in 1977.
Call 753-9846.
•PRISCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

19111b 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
1976 CHEVY Monza, 4
to pull trailer, Sell as
speed, 20,000 miles,
unit or separately. 753$2100 or best'offer. 7597600.
1158
WHITES CAMPER
1975 JEEP pickup, 4 SALES your starcraft
wheel drive, automatic, dealer. You've got a
power brakes and good thing going with
steering, also topper, Starcraft. Compete line
new 10" western white travel trailers, pop ups,
spoke rims, with 1100 parts and accessories.
BF
Goodrich
all Toppers and
used
terrain mudders. Call campers. East 94 High437-4596 after 5 p.m.
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962 51. Services Offered
Nash convertible. Phone
FOR SALE, ZVI.' soy
753-1271.
bean seed. 40-2602.

om]n Poi

1
NEWLY LLSTED
year old 3 bedroom
B.V., 23/2 baths, great
room, 4 kitchen,
fireplace wtheat-o-lator. Het Pump, patio,
2 car garage. Located
Bendefield Sub-division. Priced Right Mid
40's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
large kitchen and dining
room, utility, numerous
closets, near University,
$37,000.753-5206.

"
BOYD-MAJORS
.
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

MOVE ONE MORE
TIME ... TO YOUR
NEW HOME ... 306
Broach, liter University, 3 bedroom, 14
bath
By.,
well
electric
decorated,
heat,
carpeting.
Washer, . dryer,
draperies, antenna included. Won't Linger
On The Market at
$29,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

DUPLEX FOR SALE,
1600 Ridgewood Drive,
.brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
after 5 p.m

FOR SALE,like new 1974
Honda CL-200 and
helmet. Wish to discuss
price. Call 1-444-7824
after'5.
1977 HARLEY, must
sell, Gilbertsville, Call
3624738.
48 Automotive Service
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end
alignTent, _brakes,
shocks, tune-ups, accessories, and prompt
service, phone Advanced, Inc 759-4788.
FOR SALE, 1949 Jeep
body, dual tires, metal
top and miscellaneous
parts. Call 247-7126,
Mayfield.
TRUCK- TIRE 'Bale Hrway tread 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware.,
Paris.

49. Used

Cars & Trucks

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Dwain Taylor

Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South-Mtwroy Ky.
7534617

. . 4975

Caprice Oa, 'di Power
steering, hr;. . Air & AM
Radio,

76 CHEV

4100

Power
MoVi
.
Aar, AM
Ste
Pets.
Radi ,

75 DATSON • 5000.00
2807, 4 SI-I. AM-FM
Radii,

72 CHEV • , . 2350.0
TWO BR block house on 3
acres, 2 BR ;tone house
on 1 acre. Located on 641
North. Call 753-6458.
FOR •A QUICK sale, 7
room house with 1%
bath, 2 acres. 436-4484.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres tiv mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
et 753-7668 or 753-2394.

top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8102 after 4:00 p.m.

Red), 4
('hevelle 2 di
speed, Am Iladio, Mag
wheels

74 CHIT;.

2800.00

Csiprice Clew!, 4 dr., tilt,
AM Radio, Flectric window,, AlgItamitic. Power
steering. brakr,& air.

76 CHEV.

• 6550.00

I-ton Mew 1 ' grain bed &
hoist, 4-sper
r

Salesmen:
Micke) Boggess
Jan Dalton
Jerry Bo d
J.H. Nix
Dwain Tapiin Chevrolet, Inc.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
1977 FORD Van Club
installed per your
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
Call
specifications.
miles, new tires, CapSears 753-2310 for free
tains chairs, factory air,
estimates.
P.S., P.B., stereo, witb
front and rear speakers,
rear bench seat, fully FOR YOUR septic tank
carpeted, solid silver, and backhoe work
blue interior, mint needs. Also septic tank
clean, excellent con- cleaning. Call John
dition, $6495 firm. Phone Lane. Phone 753-0669 or
436-5348.
Murray 759-4590.

FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, baths, 2 car
garage wth a storage
room, cen ral gas heat
air, entry
and elect
hall, living/boom, large
den with Wood,.burning
fireplace and 'dining
- --FORD Galaxie, runs
area, kitchen with di.411,
good. $300.489-2711.
washer and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,
food center and many
1971
FOR - SALE,
cabinets, utility room
Chevrolet dump truck,
with built-in cabinets,
good condition. Call 753central vacuum, patio
4343 or 753-4955.
with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
FORD customized
School, 804 Minerva
Has 8 track stereo, CJ3.,
Place, 753-0196 or 753.AM -FM
radio,
7906-,
television, speakers
47 Motorcycles
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, porta1977 750 HONDA, lots of
potti, carpeted, air
extras. 436-2547
conditioned. Call 7530476.
FOR SALE „Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467 1975 BUICK La Sabre
afthr 5 p.m.
custom, AM-FM stereo
and tape, tilt wheel,
HONDA CR 250, dirt bike,
factory mags, $2950.
good condition. Call 753Call 753-6713, or after 3
0224 after 5:30.
p.m. call 753-7612.

77 CNN

roa fl

50. Campers

1974 3/4 TON Chevrolet
pickup, low mileage,
must sell. 436-2482.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable,, rates.
Prompt Jot efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1333:
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, '28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

DO YOU-need stumps
removed from your yard'
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
1974 CAMARO
dark blue beneath ground. Leaves
•••
with white vinyl top, only sawdust and chips
753-6581.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
1972 DATSUN, good Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
condition, $550. Call
CARPENTER PAIN759-1152 after 5 p.m.
TING, roofing, and all
1975 VOLVO 164 E, exkind of repair work
cellent condition. 1073
and clean out wells.
TR 6, excellent conNoble Scarbrough, 753dition. Call 753-0799
4706.
days, arid 753-2317
nights.
HIRE ME one day a
week to help with your
1972 BUICK Skylark,
office chores. I am
power and air. 1973
hardworking, exMercury station wagon.
perienced, and have a
436-2427.
variety of skills. Call
me at 759-4878, Jen1970 BUICK LaSabre, 4
nifer Taylor Heegel.
door, hardtop, power
brakes, steering, and
SOLAR
ENERGY
air. Good condition,
headquarters,
$750. 489-2189.
residential, commercial, and industrial.
VERY GOOD condition,
Also dealers for Volcano
1973 Chevy Wagon, 753II, the most efficient
8333.
wood
burner
in
America. Solar King of
1977 DODGE Pickup. 318
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
engine, straight tranW. Broadway.
will
smission. $2650
trade. 489-2595.
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
753-0129 or 753-7370.
Das= King Cab. Call
328-8649 after 5 p.m
FENCE SALES at gear's
50 Campers
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for
free estimates for
CAB OVER CAMPER,
your needs.
like new, $1800. Sam
Harris,753-8061.
ROOFING, excellent

1971 SWINGER, 30 ft.
motor home, sleeps 7,
good condition. Call 7537537.
SHASTA
1976
motorhome, only 6,300
sellmiles,
fully
contained, includes TV
and antenna, CB and
antenna. Call 1-901247-r
3386.

AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans,474-2748.
I DO PATXTING of all
kinds, call day or night
_ 437-4152: .
CONGENERAL
STRUCTION. If it takes
netts to mend or build
new we can do. Any type
construction, dry wall
hanging and finishing,
roofing, exterior and
interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable
rates, 15 years experience. All work
guaranteed, also, insurance repair and
roofing. Call anytime,
CB Construction, Almo,
Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
our
repair
roof
specialty.
BACKHOE WORK,septic
tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For.
free estimates call 753--:.
1537.
OFFER innew vinyt:
siding by Alcoa. Fre4,
gutters with vinyl ot•
aluminum siding. Celt
Byars Brothers and:
Sons, 354-8951 or
4895.

SPECIAL

troducing

BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway County and
South Marshall County.
753-2418.
BLOWN:
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on:
these high heat andi
cooling bills. Call Searet
freez
753-2310
for
estimates.
•
CARPET CLEANINflk
vibra-back, steam, dr*,
cleaning,
references:Reasonable rates, free,
estimates. Call 759-4085
or 7534816.
INEXPERIENCED
TERIOR and exterior
painters
with
references. 759-1228.

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
NEED TREES CUT?
Land& Tree Service.
Call George Landolt,
753-8170.
-WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department. ;
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-0-;
9290.
54 Free Column
FEMALE CAT needsz
good home. Call 7591906 or 753-6218.

Nernbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS
•
Monday-Friday 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
753-4013
CALL

references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
CARPATE1RS
AVAILABLE to do
small jobs. Satisfaction
guaranteed, 753-6471
after 4 p.m.

d racily. Up to 12 x 24.
walk hasa ail-ons, and patios, or

Reseed

Also barn style, offices, cottages,
U-BUILD, pre-cut completely ready
tie useable tip te 24 x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

If You Think
A YARD SIGN
AND
A CLASSIFIED AD
Will give you the quickest and highest dollar for
your property then

Think Again
Only (1) out of evcry (1aL callers purchase the
home they call about from the classified ad!'
One of the most active real estate markets in the tr
S. A. does not permit yard signs!!
John Smith Gallery of Homes offers something
more than a yard sign and a classified ad

*Professional Image.
*Well Qualified Sales Counselors
*Complete Referral Service
'Market Analysis for Proper Pricing
*Effective Communication
'Knowledge of Current Available
Financing
*Qualified Prospects for Your Particular Property
• YES! TES! TES!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow, Possum Trot or
anywhere in the U.S.A., the John Smith Gallery of Homes will
arrange

A Smooth Move
Call Us Today!!

John Smith,
Realtor

BLOWN
INSULATION

753 7411 Anytime

Wade Jones

Evenings Call
Ron Talent 753-9894
Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Jim Herndon 759-1184Linda McKinney 753-8576
./

753-4177
437-9590

,•

FREE
20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0904

WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.

1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
air, power steering and
brakes. AM-FM stereo,
call 753-9951.

STARCRAFT
1974
Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028,
Mayfield.

51 Services °Hued

51 Services Offered
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Prices effective thni Aug. 8th
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1978.
The Kroger Cc.

-

ADVERTISED MIA POLICY
adyertyued ,rems is required to be recidat
aeaslabis for tole ei each Kroger store, except as specificok
noted in des od. If we do run out of an advertised item when
ovaelabie. rerflochig the some savmgs or a raincheck vitech
inN entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the
advertised price within 30 days
of this'

Elm 111111
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and in addition to the cost of coupon Nom
'
merchandise. Subject to applicable
taxes.
Limit one. Expires Aug. 8th.
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Deluxe Delicatessen
MISTOSI WED MOM

Phone Ahead•We'll Have It Ready/ Peach Pies
759-4641
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•

MIN

Diumilim

DIIIIIIIIM

TOTAL SATIS1ACT1011 GUARANTEE
Everytherg you buy at Kroger ,s guaranteed for your total
satisfaction regardless of manufacturer If you are not
satisfied Kroger will regime your item with the some brand
or a comparoble brond or refund your purchase price
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Steak Sandwich
111 SINN BAUD

Onion Rolls
MOORILL

US COW T GRADED

Baked Ham

CHOICE

NORMS

FOOT LONG
HOT DOGS

GUMMI

$1 48

Ground Chuck
ASSORTIO STYLES Of

COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!

1301. 794

Mario's Pizza

You'll firwl the Cost-Cutt symbots on hundreds of your favorite items throughoUt the store, plus..each week.
yad'H find Cost-C
weekly ad specials for extra savings on Grocery items, Dpiry, Frozen Foods,
l4althond Beauty Aids and Fresh Produce.

PEG.

ASSOIMID WW1

LOOK FOR THESE ITEMS TEMPORARILY REDUCED IN PRICE!

suao

COWER,STYLI SEAS

Bacon

41:$ 1 29

ussr moon Tun'

- — 3'119
FAMILY PAL .11.

Drumsticks

ILROGNI IT TVE MKS MMI10

Bologna.

994

51 TIN Fifa BROM
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1194
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SUM .LB. s/.S9.... LB.
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Jiffy Entrees

T.
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NOW

110611

SWWT

PEANUT
BUTTER

Vienna Sausage

Lunchmeat

OM MONTIIN SYRUP

0El MONTI 101140LE

mtelis c 49C

$119

ROAST

FRYING CHICKEN

MAIM OSSEO EKING

996
Gold Medal Flour....sa

.#

2101. Si75
JAR

BAKERY

MIMI REST

HOT DOG
BUNS

KONOMICIL FOVIDIRID

SUPER SUDS
DETERGENT ":cf,

toot $ 50
▪
r

Kroger Oil
DEL MONTE

PROVEN 111 SERVE

Kroger Corn
KROGER GARDEN

99c

3102
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Now
511
5.$1
5.0.$1

CREAM STYLI

NOW

ItROGE

2 100
.9
7c
led

PIGS.

KROGER
tn.
ROLLS

Garden Peas.., 14

WAS s 1"

Sweet Peas
[ROGER SMALL
Sweet Peas

Elbow Macaroni

29

..

s

OMEN GUTTY MAUI ST111

DEL MONTE
CATSUP

Beans

VAN CAMP

Kroger k.

SOFT
MARGARINE.8
SHREDDED
CHEESE

it47.
$Pf :tale
,
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